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Chapter 1. L~troduction 

"Vihen two e/E:.tt:roi.ytt? solutions haVL'lg different free energies 

are separated by a membrane, each movable species penetrates across 

the membrane, and various transport phenomena are simultaneously 

induced in the system. Th~e to the difference in dielectric con-

stan ts of the membrane matrix and the external fluid, aneV or due 

to the dissociable groups attached to the polymer skeletons consti-

tuting the membrane, a membrane in an aqueous solution has almost 

all-rays electrical charges. The facts that the membrane is in charged 

state, and that the system considered is composed of three phases 

with two surfaces separating the membrane phase from the solutions, 

are two important charactJistics of the system under consideration. 
" 

The gradient of the chemical potential across the membrane arises 

from the differences in temperature,4T, pressure, ~P, electrical 

potential, A~ , and the concentration of component k, 4C
k

• The 

gravitational field (or the centrifugal force) g, may be considered, 

but, for membrane system, g is not important and hence is omitted 

here. The fl~ws conjugate to the forces described above, are the 

heat flow, J , volume flow, J , the electric current, I, and the 
q v 

diffusion flux, Jk , respectively. According to the thermodynamics of 
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ir~ersible processesl - 3), these fluxes may be caused not only by 

the corresponding conjugate force but by non-congugate force. 

Fig. 1-1 shows typical phenomena l-lhich may appear in the membrane 

system considered4). Each cross phenomena had a specific name as 

indicated. These membra.'1e phenomena have been the subj ect of ex-

tensive studies in the fields of physical chemistry, colloid science, 

biological science, and in technology, and have been successful~ 

correlated l-li th each other by the thermodynamics of irreversible 

processes3) • However, these correlations do not provide insight 

L'1to the actual mechamism of the ionic or molecular processes which 

occur in the membrane phase. On the other hand, the fixed charge 

concept of Teorel15) and of Neyer and Sieverso) ( the 'INS thory in 

abbreviation) for the charged membrane is a pertinent starting 

point for the investigation of the membrane phenomena. However, 

careful experiments did not give a quantitative account of the 

. ul 7-10) experlmental res ts • 

One of the reasons for this failure is the lack of precise 

information about the non-ideal behaviors of small ions within the 

charged membranes. This non-ideality will be explored in Chapters 

2 - 5 of this thesis in the light of recent progress in the field 

of polyelectrolyte solution studies. Chapterso-8 will be devoted 

to other characteristics of the membrane systems in question, i.e. 



--@--
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Fig. 1-1. Scheme of different transport phenomena across membranes. 

1) Diffusion, 2) electrophoresis, 3) diffusion current, 4) thermal 

diffusion, 5) electric conductance, 6) streaming current, 7) osmosis, 

8) heat conduction, 9) electroosmosis, 10) thermal osmosis, 11) hydrau-

lic permeability, 12) membrane potential, 13) thermo-membrane potential, 

14) streaming potential. 
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the volume flow- in the membrane and its effect on the membrane 

phenomena. Chapters 9 and 10 deal w-ith the membrane potential 

arisen betw-een two electrolyte solutions separated by oil membranes 

containing ion-exchanging sites or compact membranes w-hich are 

.e 
sca~cely permeable to ions. 
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Chapter 2. Basic Equations 

Throughout the following considerations the discussion is confined 

to a system of charged membrane separating two a.z"ea.t5 solutions of a 

1:1 type electrolyte of different electrochemical potentials \lith a 

constant temperature. The membrane .is bounded by two planes normal 

to the x-~~s at x = 0 and x = L. The fluxs of all mobile species 

under consideration are assumed to occur only in the direction of the 

x-axis. The bulk solutions on t(/o sides of the membrare are stirred 

vigorously so as to maintain spatial uniformity of the concentration 

of ever,y species in the solution phases. The density of the fixed 

charges i..'l the membrane is assumed to be cons tan t a,11d independent of 

the concentrations of the exter11al electrolyte solutions with which 

the membrane is in contact. 

The thermod~~amic force acting on each species is the negative 

gradient of its electrochemical potential, ~, in the direction of the 

x-axis. The quantity d~dx at constant temperature may be ,.;ritten 

as (ol-)X1r I tAX)T - -f?1C (PlY/aX) -I- £7 (d..f...a.~V.,l.l:. + ?Ji..;;{r/k (2-1) 

1/here '/, R, P and T are the electric potential, the gas constant, the 

pressure, and the absolute temperature, respectively; ek , vk and ak 

are the molar electric charge, the partial molar volmne and the single 
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ion activity of species k (= 0, +, -), respectively. Here subscript 

o denotes the solvent species. The last term in Eq.(2-1) is legit-

imately neglected for the membrane systems considered here, since 

this term becomes important only L~ circumstances where the pressure 

gradient is extremely high as is encolLYltered in an ultracentrifuge. 

FollOlJing to the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, one may 

uri te the follo\-lL~g experssion for the flux J
k 

of ionic species k 

(k=+,-) relative to the membranel ,2), 

(2-2) 

provided that the system is in mechaYlical equilibriuml ) • Here, 

V stands for the gradient, ck is the local concentration of species 

k, ~~d u is the velocity of the local center of mass. 
m 

L~ the 

equation, l k:s are the phenomenological coefficients referred to the 

local center of mass &~d obey the Onsager reciprocal relations, i.e. 

fki = iil>: (i I k). One should note that the Onsager reciprocal 

relations hold strictly only for the mass-fixed phenomenological 

coefficients iki 1) • The velocity of the local center of mass u 
m 

may be described in terms of the Navier-Stokes equation 1...Yl continui(l}! 

hydrodynamics. 

As noted above, 1Je have assumed that the fllL",( of all components 
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occur only in the direction of the membrane thickness. Hence 

the electrochemical potential of each component is considered to be 

constant in the direction of the membrane surface, i.e. in the y- and 

z-directions. Therefore,. if flux of species k averaged over the 

cross section of the membrane is defL~ed by 

(2-3) 

where the integrals extend over the membrane area, A, we have from 

Eq. (2-2) 

...... . ~ (2-4) 
- /.+_ (dft/d-t) - ,, __ (~-/dx) + ~ (lilt 

where ~ils are the averaged mass fixed phenomenological coefficients 

defined by 

(2-5) 

Note that J
k 

is a measurable qunatity in the membrane system under 

consideration. It is easily shmm. that the Onsager rec; pro cal 

relation still holds for ~i. * In Eq. (2-4), U
m 

and Ck are defined 

by 
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and 

* C1 is regarded as the concentration of ion species k which is 
K 

conveyed by the averaged mass movement U defined by Eq.(2-6). 
m 

(2-6) 

(2-7) 

Due to strong electrostatic and hydrodynamic interactions between 

ions and the charges fixed on the membrane matrix, the effective 

* concentration Ck is not necessary equal to the averaged concentration 

of ion species k given by 

(2-8) 

At this stage, it may be worthwhile to point out the relation 

between the flux equations of the Nernst-Planck equation and of the 

irreversible thermodynamics, since the Nernst-Planck equation is 

used as a pertinent starting point of the subsequent arguments. 

Since the Nernst-Planck equation governs the flow relative to the 

local center of mass, the flux of k-ion (k = +,-) relative to the 

membrane is written as 

(2-9) 
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where ~ is the mass fixed mobility of ion species k (k = +, -), and 

F is the Faraday constw1t. Since all the membra'1e phenomena given 

in Fig. 1-1 ca'1 be represented by appropriate combination of Eq.(2-9) , 

* it is indispensable to evaluate Ck and Ck in the membra.'1e as a func-

tion of the co~ce~tration of external solutions for quantitative 

description of membrane phenomena. Comparison of Eq.(2-4) and 

Eq.(2-9) leads to 

U_ {'_ 

LH F [/ + (~i--/l. .. +) (~-/ij~)] 

1.,-- F [I -1- (LI-i- /1. __ ) (~,. /t?!F-) J (2-10) 

These equations together with Eq.(2-l) imply that the mobilities of 

movable ions are not independent of the activities or activity coeffi-

cients of small ions 1-11 the membra'1e. This may be reasonable, because 

a strong electrostatic interaction behreen the movable ions and the 

charges fL\:ed on the membrane matrix exerts its effects on the static 

aspects as Hell as on transport processes of small ions. This is 

also true for the mass movement in the membrane. Thus the electrostatic 

in teraction bet1..reen fixed charges a.'1d small ions in the membrane 

phase deserves special attention. 
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Chapter 3. Activity Coefficients and }lobilities 

of Small Ions i..11 Charged Nembranes 

Modern quantitative theories of membrane potentials can be 

said to have Stt£l":tdd in 1935 1-li th the pioneering works of Teorelll ) , 

and of Heyer and Sieveri). They have proposed that the membrane 

potential, AT ' is composed of a diffusion potential within a mem-

br.ane phase (IJ~ diff) and two phase boundary potentials at x =0 

and x ... L (A~' , AY"). In Fig. 3-1, a schematic potential profile 

is drawn. They have derived an equation for membrane potential, 

Af under the following three assumptions; (1) all ion species 

both in the membrane phase and in the external solution behave 

ideally, (2) the ratio of the mobilities of positive ions to that 

of negative ions is constant throughout the membrane, and (3) the 

effect of mQ.ss movement, i.e. the last term of Eq. (2-9) is negligible. 

The equation is represented in terms of the fixed charge density, 

the ratio of the mobilities of cation and anion in the membrane, 

and the concentrations in the external solutions. Thus, the 

~lS theory provides an insight for the ionic process which actually 

occur in the membrane and contrasts to the treatment of irreversible 

th d . 3) d th dyn' 4) p .' . t' t 51,6) ermo ynam~cs or pseu 0- ermo ~cs. rev~ous mves ~ga ors 

however, drew the conclusion that experimental results do not agree 

evidently with the theory.(see Chapter 5) Various attempts have 
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Fig. 3-1. Schematic diagram of potential profile in membrans. 
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7 8) been made to eliminate this defect of the theory' ,but no satis-

factory results have been obtaL~ed. This defect of the 'INS theory 

and its refinements must be attributed to the three assumptions des-

cribed above. As yill be shown in later chapters, the effects of 

mass movement on the observed potential and ion permeability are less 

than a fey percent in a yide range of salt concentrations. Thus, 

assumptions (1) and (2) mentioned above, must be examined. For this 

purpose, it is desirable to examine a membrane ,lhose stoichiometric 

charge density, X, fixed in the membrane is knOIm. 

Experimental 

Haterials Three kinds of collodion-based polystyrene sulfonic acid 

(PSSA) membra~es .lere prepared by the method of Neihof9), and Here 

o.s 
designated PS-l, PS-2, and PS-3. 

J\ 
The charges fixed on the membra~e 

matrix are mainly coming from groups of sulfonate attached to the 

polyelectrolyte. Then, the density of charges fixed in the membrane, 

X, is considered to be constant provided that the Hater content of 

the membrane is not varied irrespective of external salt concentration, 

yhich is the case as shown later. Polystyrenesulfonic acid Has pre-

pared from a purified polystyrene by the method proposed by Kato et 

al~O), and the degree of sulfonation was 0.80. 

The electrolytes used Here purified by repeated recryst l!\.lliza tionS 

and the Hater used as solvent yas d;s-t;{/ed hlAter- -irev . .ted \Ji th both 
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cation and anion exchangers. 

Prior to measurements, the membrru1e was immersed in concentrated 

solution at least three days in order to convert the counterions into 

the species to be examined, and stored in deion,zed "{'later. The 

charge density of the sample membrane remaL~ed constant for two years 

or more. 

The water contents of a membrane equilibrated with a solution of 

given concentration were determined by lJeighing. The surface of a 

piece of the membran e Has wiped wi th filter paper and "{'Jeighed in a 

weighing bottle. Then the membrane was dried in vacuum over PZ0
5 

until it weight became constant. The water content of each mem-

brane was found to be independent of the external salt concentration 

ra~ging in concentration from pure water to 0.5 N KCl. This fact 

implied that the membrane does not s"{'18ll. 

Determination of X Two methods Here used to determine the charge 

density X of PS-l membrane. In method 1, the membrane "Jas immersed 

in HCl solution in order to convert the polyelectrolyte impregnated 

in the membrane into the acidic form , and then the membra)'le was rinsed 

with de ionized water repeatedly until no Cl ion ',.laS detected. 

A known wei2ht of the uet membrane in acidic form was immersed i.~ 

Z.O N" KCl solution under stirring for Z hrs. The Z.O N KCl solu-

+ ion 
tion "{'laS replaced by ne10/ one repeatedly until no extra H /\ Has detected 
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in the solution. Five times of replacement were sufficient for com-

plete extraction of H+ ion from the membrane in the present case. 

All solutions which vere used in rinsing the membrane were collected 

+ 2.OYI. 
carefully and total amount of H 1\ 't-laS determined by titration against 

carbonate free NaOH. In method 2, the surface dried membrane 

in the acidic form of a given weight vas chopped in fLYJ.e pieces and 

+ 
soaked in ion exchanged vater and the amount of H ions in the mem-

brane 't-Tere titrated directly against HaOH in an atomosphere of N2 in 

order to remove an influence of CO2 in the air. The value of X for 

membra"'le PS-l determined by the tHO methods descr; bed above agreed 

wi th each other 1-li thin 0.2 %. In Vie-I,; of this agreement, the v6~ues 

of X for PS-2 and PS-3 membranes 1.-;ere determined by method 1 only. 

The values of X for three membra1es examined are listed in table 3-1 

together with the Hater con1ents of the membranes. 

Determination of the mean activity coefficlen.t of small ions in membranes 

The system considered is a negatively ionized membrffi1e of uniform 

thickness immersed in an aqueous solution of 1:1 type electrolyte of 

concen tra tion C. The cOID1terions of the polyelectrolyte skeletones 

constituting the membra~e are assumed to be the same cation species 

as the external salt, and their density stays constant irrespective of 

the salt concentration LYJ. the external solution. Hhen the eqUilibrium 

is establishe~ between the membrane phase and the external solution, the 



Table 3-1. Some characteristics of membranes used 

membrane X water content f 
equiv./l wt % 

PS-l 0.224 0.78 0.30 ± 0.01 

PS-2 0.116 0.86 0.31 ± 0.01 

PS-.3 0.0438 0.85 0.34 ± 0.01 
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activity of the electrolyte component must be the same in membrane and 

in solution phases provided that the difference of the osmotic pressure 

in both phases can be neglected. As discussed later, the osmotic 

pressure difference is negligibly small for the present system. 

Then, ve have 

o 2 z. 
C/'i) c (3-1) 

In Eq.(3-1) a+ and a_ are the activities of positive and negative 

ions in the membrane and may be represented by 1'+0+ and 1'_0_ respec-

o tively, and Y± is the mean activity coefficient of the electrolyte 

component in the external solution at concentration O. Eq. (3-1) 

together with the condition of the electroneutrality ( 0+ = 0 + X ) 

leads to 

0-2) 

Eq.(3-2) indicates that the mean activity coefficent of small ions 

iIl the membrane 1'+1'_ can be evaluated as a function of 0 l.Jhen 0 and 

X in the membrane are determined analytically. 

The value of 0 was evaluated as follows; Know weight (about 

15 g) of a surfac:e dried membr:~l1e was immersed;" 4.VI aqueous solution of 

KOI or NaCl (about 500 ml) at a given concentration C, and was allowed 

o to stand about 3 hrs under stirring at 30 0, and then the solution was 

replaced with a nev solution of the same concentration. This procedure W~5 
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repeated four times. The equilibrium for small ions between the 

membrane and the external solution phases might be established by 

this procedure. The membrane trea ted with solutions Has l-liped IJi th 

a filter paper and immersed :L"'1 100 ml of de ion: 2ed iv .. teJ' for 2 hrs 

under agitation. This procedure Has repeated several times ~"'1til 

no Cl- ions are detected in the external pure 1-rater. The Cr ions 

con tained in the whole w/ts1r:"3S Here arlalyzed by ti tra tion 0..30..; rts"t 

Agi-JO.3 by the usual Hay or by the potentiometric titration. The 

value of C (equiv./l) i."'1 the membrane uas evaluated as the total 

amo~"'1ts of Cl ions(moles) determined above devided by the volunle of 

the uater contained uithin the membra"'1e. 

Tne surface dried membrane of PS-l equilibrated Hith a given 

concentration of KCl solution 1-,as rinsed l'[ith 1 N HCl solution. 

The ~u.Q.II-!:i:! of K+ ions in the W~$it;Y''dS Has determined by a flame 

pho tome ter (Hitachi Hanf. Co. Type EPU-2). The rins:L"'1g Has continued 

until no trace of K+ion Has detected. The total amount of K+ion is 

+ 
obtained by summi.Tlg up the amount of K ion in the Hashi.Tlgs. 

As sho1.-.111 in table 3-2, the value of C+ thus obtained at a given 

external salt concentre.tion agreed quiteuell with the value calCD~ated 

from the cond'.t: on of -I-' vne 

usi.Tlg the experimental data of C • 

given by C = C + 
+ X 

Therefore, C+ for the other 

combi.Tlation of membrane and electrolyte WetS eVGlua ted fron the 



Table 3-2. Comparison betveen the values of C+ determined directly 

vith a flame photometer and those calculated from the relation, 

C = C + X. The membrane is PS-l and the electrolyte is KC1. 
+ -. 

C (Ii) C+ :: C + X C+ determined 
by a flame photometer 

0.0039 0.225 0.215 

0.0078 0.227 0.227 

0.0156 0.229 0.252 

0.0313 0.239 0.238 

0.0625 0.269 0.278 

0.125 0.328 0.325 

0.250 0.444 0.444 

0.500 0.690 0.723 
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neutrality condition. From these experimental values of C and X, 

we are able to estimate the acitivity coefficent r.Y in the mem-T _ 

braDe with use of Eq. (3-2) • 

Determination of Hobilities of Small Ions L.'1. Hembranes 

+ The mobilities of Na and Cl- in membranes caYJ. be determined by 

measuring the isotope flux QYJ.der the condition that two identical 

solutions, are separated by the membrane. The flUX of the isotope, 

J
k
*, is represented by the follm..Jing equationll), 

.R. T airel< ~C: 
-----------~-- (3-3) 

FLC 

where Ck is the concentration of a cold ion species k in the mem-

brane, L the effective thickness of the membrane, C the concentration 

* of the external salt solution, and ~Ck the difference between the 

tracer concen tra tions in the t"TO compartments. In the derivation of 

Eq.(3-3), the effect of the stagnaftt liquid layer adjacent to the 

membrane surface is neglected. This is not unreasonable as long as 

the external solution is agi tated v;~oro~s/y and C is not extremely 

low. 

The geometrical area of the membrane was 1.04 2 
cm • Each com-

partment contained 40.0 ml of the salt solution. The solutions were 

stirred vigorously, and were replaced by a new solution several times 

every two or three hours before introducing the radio·-isotope. This 
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procedure permits the memebrane and the bulk solution to equilibrate. 

fill appropriate amOTh'1t of radioactive isotope tJas added to one compart-

mente At a predetermined time intervaJ., 0.20 ml of the solution was 

withdrawn from each compartment with micropipette. The radioactivity 

of the test solution containing Na22 or C136 Has determined with a 

scintillation spectrometer (Aloka, model LSC 501). During one experi-

ment, the radioactivity of the hot compartment, (CPM)2' remained con-

st&'1t within the accuracy of the measurements, and that of the cold 

compartment, (CPH)l increased linearly \-lith time after a short time 

lag at the outset. lm.en the slope of this linear portion is denoted 

by S, i.e. S = d(CPH)/dt, the mobility Uk can be evaluated by the 

equation, 

= f (Ii) (Lo)f Co )--,,-5_ 
v Tr h l' Cir (CPM) 

2-

where V is the volume of electrolyte solution in each compartment, 

A and L are the geometricaJ. area and thickness of the membrane, 
o 0 

respectively, andf is the tortousity factor. In general, the effective 

area, A, is smaller than A , and the effective thickness of the memo 

brane, L, is larger than L • o 

f == ()/ .. ILl> ) / ( A / L ) 

Then, f is defined by the equation, 

(3-5) 

Since the influence of fixed charges in the membrane on the activities 
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and mobilities is diminished when the concentration of the external 

solution is high compared with the fixed charge density, X, the value 

o.f f can be determined from the limiting value of the concen tra tion 

of the external solution. Then Eq. (3- 6) follows from Eq. (3-4) 

when the cold ion concentration in the membrane Ck approaches the 

solution concentration C. 

f (3-6) 

Here o 
~ is the mobility of ion species k in the bulk solution at· 

a concentration C. This factor is ass~~ed to be constant irrespective 

of the concentration and species of ions in the membrane so far as the 

membrane is not swollen by the variation of salt concentration as en-

countered in the present study. Once the value of f is evalu~ted 

for a given combination of a membrane and an electrolyte , the mobility 

of ion species k in the membrane can be evaluated· from Eq. (.3-4) by 

using the data for Ck in the membra~e at a given concentration of the. 

external salt solutions. 

For determination of the mobilities of ion species whose radio-

t ' 1 I +.+ 11' ac lve isptopesare not readily avai ab e, e.g. K , Ll , the fo OWlllg 

method has been employed. 

Fig. 3-2 shows a schematic diagram of the system for the determi-

nation of mobilities of small ions in the membrane •. A negatively 



K cr soln. Memb. 
{Cd 

02-_t------
Q I----+-"'~ 

o L / X 

Fig. 3-2. S,ystem used for the determination of u+C+ and u_C_ 

in the membrane. 
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ionized membrane of uniform thickness separates two large,compartments 

containing solutions of 1:1 tj~e electrolyte of different concentrations 

respectively. The temperature and pressure are assumed to be constant 

throughout the system and the two solutions are stirred vigorously to 

maintain the concentration in each compartment uniform. Following 

to Schlogl et a!;)the steady$t~te values of salt flux J and membrane s 

potential 41 for the system men tined above can be represented by 

EqS.(3-7) and (3-8). 

0-7) 

As will be discussed in detail in the fol101..Jing chapter, the con tri-

butions of mass movement to AS' and J s' which is represented by the 

second terms in the right hand side of Eqs.(3-7) and (3-8) are evaluated 

to be less than sevei"al percent. Therefore, this term is neglected 

L~ the subsequent analysis. The error stemming from this neglection 

of U terms for the evaluated u and u will be less than 10 %. 
m + 

In Eqs.(3-7) lli~d (3-8) the quantity a is the geometrical mean of the 

t · .,. .c- ' • d' d £'. d' ( )1/2 t ' . J-ac lVl~les o~ ca~lon an anlon e lne oy a+Q_ a m1 arblurary 
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point in the membrane. By the defin~ion of a, the activity of the 

electrolyte component is contiIlUous throughout the system considered, 

i.e. the Donnan equilibrium condition a2 = a+a_ is maintained at the 

membrane-solution interface (see Eq.3-1). Note that a is a function 

of x in the membrane. 

The case will now be considered for the ratio of concentrations 

in two bulk solutions close to unity. In the follm.Jing, 13 stands for 

the ratio of concentration, i.e. 

Expa~ding Eqs.(3-7) and (3-8) in powers of (13 - 1), we obtain 

0-10) 

0-11) 

where A(al ) and B(al ) are constants dependL~g only on the activity of 

the electrolyte component in the bulk solution of one side of the 

membrane. lfuen (3 is close to unity, In 13 is of the order of «(3 - 1), 

2 AAd -theft. 

while (13 - 1 - In(3') is of the order of «(3 - 1) ,J and 4 ~ depend 
1\ s 

linearly on In 13 when 13;;1. Combining Eqs.(3-10) and (3-11), the 

following equations are obtained, 
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+ c(al) (f-' J + O(!-'.J~ 
(3-12) 

where C(al ) and D(al ) are constant independent of ~, and (uiCi)a=a
l 

(i = +, -) is the value of u.C. L~ the membrane immersed in an electrolyte 
1 1 

solution of activity ale Eqs.(3-l2) and (3-13) imply that the values 

of (u+C) and (u_ C J in the membrane uhich is contiguous with an electro-

lyte solution of activity al and hence of concentration Cl ' can be 

determined from the ordinate intercepts of 

plotted against (~ -1) at a fixed value of Cl • Since the values of 

C+ and C_ in the membrane at concentration Cl are obtained by chemical 

analysis as mentioned above, the absolute values of u+ and u_ in the 

membrane can be determined. 

Fig. 3-3 illustrates schematically the cell fu~d apparatus for 

measurements of membra~e potential. The emf arisen between two aqueous 

solutions separate~ by a membrane was conducted to a high input-impedance 

electrometer (Takeda Riken Co. Hodel TR-865l) through a pair of KCl 

saturated salt bridge. The bulk solutions ,{ere agi ta ted vigorously 

by a pair of magnetic stirrers so as to eliminate the contribution of 

a stagnfu~t layer adhered to the membrane surface. The,emf measurement 
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1 
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.. 
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... .. 

membrane 
gca:ket 

._--_._--_ ... ,., -.----.. -'-... -... --------.-~-'----.. -.. ---.. -
Fig. 3-3. Schematic diagram for a cell and an apparatus of measuring 

a membrane potential and salt flux. 
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'-las repeated tvlO or three times at a given condition, and the averaged 

value uas taken as a value of membrane potential at that combination 

of solutions. The meaurements ofJ uere done using the essentially s 

same cell depicted in Fig. 3-3. The variation of salt concentration 

on either side of the membrane uas followed as a function of time by 

means of the conductometric method. The solutions in two compartments 

were stirred vigorously by a pair of magnetic stirrers. Before starting 

the measurement of salt flux for a given pair of C1 and C2, the mem-

brane was allOiled to stand over-night "tolith the same pair of solutions 

to be measured. The conductance of the solution in either side. of the 

membrane was found to change linearly with tL~e from the onset of each 

ru.'1. Wlen the slope of this linear portion of the conductance vs. time 

plot is denoted by 9, the steady flux of the electrolyte J s can be 

calculated by the relation13) 

= (3-14) 

where V is the volume of the solution contained in the test compart-

ment, Jl~ , the initial conductance of the solution, and A, the effective 

area of the membrane. Upon introduction of Eq.(3-14) into Eqs.(3-12) 

and (3-13), the ratio of the effective area and thickness of themem-

brane, f appear in the resulting equations. (see Eq.3-5) The value 

of f may be obtained from the data of fu./u. o at the concentrated 
J.: ]. 
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limi t. The value of f thus obtained must be independent of ion 

species i for a given pair of membrane and an electrolyte component. 

Actually, the value of f obtained from co-ion and counter-ion agreed 

each other within 3 %. The experiments .,rere performed in an air 

oven regulated at 30° C. 

Results and Discussion 

Activity coefficients of small ions. 

The results of analysis of C+ and C in the membranes are pre-

sented in table$3-3 and 3-4 at various concentrations of the external 

NaCl and KCl solution. Strictly speaking, instead of Eq.(3-2) the 

Donnan condition is written as follows 

(3-15) 

Here v stands for the partial molar volume of salt and the van't s 

Hoff equation for the osmotic pressure difference is used. The 

calculation of the second term of r.h.s. of Eq. (3-15) using the data 

given in Tables 3-3 and 3~4 reveals that the value of correction term 

caused by the osmotic press.ure difference is at most 0.03, which is 

negligibly small than unity. Hence, Eq.(3-2) is employed for the 

present analysis. By introducing C and C (C = C + X) determined 
- + + -

experimentally as described above into Eq.(3-2) the value of r+!~(r~)2 



various concentrations of external NaGl solutions 

G (Ii) (N) 2 u x 104 *) x 104 *) Membrane G y Y /(y ); u - + - ± . + -
PS-l 0.0039 0.0003 0.22 0.53 8.45 

(:1;= 0.0078 0.0013 0.21 0.87 

0.224) 0.0156 0.0041 0.26 1.23 6.55 

0.0313 0.0129 0.32 6.80 

0.0625 0.0376 0.40 2.17 6.70 

0.125 0.0944 0.52 7.72 

0.250 0.214 0.67 3.52 6.23 

0.500 0.445 0.84 6.17 

PS-2 0.0039 0.0008 0.16 0.975 8.08 

(x= 0.0078 0.0024 0.21 1.13 7.80 

0.116) 0.0156 0.0072 0.27 1.63 8.35 

0.0313 0.0210 0.34 1.95 7.15 

0.0625 0.0506 0.46 7.35 

0.125 0.112 0.61 3.32 7.35 

0.250 0.234 0.76 7.73 

0.500 0.468 0.92 4.25 7.53 

PS-3 0.0039 0.0012 0.28 1.70 

(x= 0.0078 0.0041 0.31 2.05 

0.0438) 0.0156 0.0109 0.41 

0.0313 0.0255 0.55 

0.0625 0.0563 0.69 4.32 

0.125 0.118 0.82 4.58 

0.250 0.240 0.92 

0.500 0.480 0.99 6.63 

*) In. i f 1. -I -/ (1.'11.; ~ • CIr\. IlJi:. • vult • 



Table 3-4. Experimental values of C_, 1+1 /(1±)2, u+ and u_ for ... 
various concentrations of external KCl solutions 

C (N) (N) 2 u x 104 *) x 104 *) membrane G 1+r.l(r±) u - + -
PS-l 0.0039 0.0009 0.08 0.255 6.1 

0.0078 0.0025 0.11 0.712 6.59 
0.0156 0.0050 0.21 1.19 8.60 

0.0313 0.0151 0.27 2.05 8.39 
0.0625 0.0440 0.33 2.68 7.50 

0.125 0.104 0.46 3.78 6.60 

0.250 0.220 0.64 4.77 6.58 

0.500 0.466 0.78 5.41 6.75 

PS-2 0.0039 0.0014 0.09 0.93 6.11 

0.0078 0.0031 0.16 1.23 6.93 

0.0156 0.0107 0.18 2.10 6.21 

0.0313 0.0243 0.29 2.74 6.78 

0.0625 0.0528 0.48 4.18 7.82 

0.125 0.230 0.60 5.12 7.30 

0.250 0.234 0.76 6.15 7.13 

0.500 0.474 0.89 6.86 7.59 

PS-3 0.0039 0.0023 0.14 :1..32 6.25 

0.0078 0.0048 0.26 1.83 7.45 
0.0156 0.0119 0.37 3.11 7.65 

0.0313 0.0265 0.53 3.67 7.36 

0.0625 0.0581 0.66 5.02 7.15 

0.125 0.121 0.78 5.72 7.02 

0.250 0.245 0.88 5.93 6.94 

0.500 0.488 0.96 6.25 6.73 

*) o °t f 2 -1 -1 
ill urn s 0 cm sec volt • 
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can be evaluated. Fig. 3-4 shows the'data for "I+"I./("I,:t "as a 

function of c/x in various pairs of NaCI or LiCI and three membraJ;'les 

having different values of X. The similar plots of KCI are shown in 

Fig. 3-5. It is seen that the observed points for different pairs 

of X and C follow a single curve when plotted against log (C/X) for 

every electrolytes studied. 

In the field of polyelectrolyte solution studies, it has been 

widely accepted 'that the activity coefficents .of counter- and co-

ions are repres.ented by an empirical equation known as the lIadditivity . 

rule w14). The charged groups are localized on the polymer chains 

not only in a polyelectrolyte solution but also in the membrane matrix. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to use the same functional form both in 

polyelectrolyte solution and membranes to describe the non-ideality of 

the activity of small ions in the membraneI3 ). The additivity rule 

can be written for the present system as follows; 

r+ == ¥i" ((' - +- ¢>x ) Ice - -to X ) 

r.. - r; 
(3-16) 

where cf (0 <.;(1) is a characteristic constant for the membrane-elec

trolyte combination considered, and represents the fraction of co~~ter 

ions not tightly bound to the polymer s1celeton.s~: constituting the 

membrane. rX may be referred to as the thermodynamically effective 

charge density of a membrane. 
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lines represent calculated values using Eq. (3-llJ) with 1'::: 0.2 and 

0.4, respectively. 
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Combi.'1i.'1g Eq s. (3-2) and (3-16), \-Ie obtain, the follmli.'1g equation 

.p + J p2. + ~ (C/J<J2 

.z.-# + J ¢z + ¢(C/;()~ 
(3-17) 

Expanding the above equation llitder the condition that C~X yields 

4r.../CIt:")). = /- [(I-pJX]/c + 0(;)2. 

This equation mefu'1S that the slopeof ~he plots of t,.1' Ie r, 0)2 agaInst • _ :r 

X/C gives the value of (1 ,- f). The value of f thus obtained 

'\-las 0.4 ± 0.05. Introducing the value of ~ determDled above i.'1to 

compared \-lith the e:xperimen tal results given in Figs.3-4 a..11d 3-5. 

The data po:nts deviate appreciably in a dilute solution from the calc-

ulated curve uhen ~ is taken as constant of 0.4. This implies that 

the value of f decreases uith decreasL."'1.g salt concentration C 1-1hen 

C is less than X. l';nen 'We put the value of c/x L.'1to zero the value 

very dilute concentration in external solutions. Figs. 3-4 end 3-5 

give f= 0.2 for dilute concentration region, "'hile p = 0.4 for 

the concentrated region as described above. The values of rf thus 

obtained for different pairs of X <.md C (Jere found to follow a single 

sigmoid-shaped curve \<1hen plotted agams t log (c/x) and the curve 

approached 0.4 and 0.2 at the upper fu'1d the 10'v18r limits of lOG (c/x), 

respectively. 



Mobilities of small ions 

" The radioactivity of the cold compartment increased proport~ally 

with time after about 20 min from the onset of each ~~. The linear 

portion of this plot is used for the determination of the flux of 

the isotope. The experimental error in determination of the slope 

was less tha~ ± 5 %. Fig. 3-6 illustrates determination of the 

tortuosity factor f in accordance \-lith Eq.(3-6). The ord:L'1ate of 

the figure represents (F/RT) (CiAo) SV/(CHl)2~o ,and the abscissa 

is l/C. The ordinate intercept of this plot yields the value of 

I/f. As seen in the figure, f is a constant irrespective of ion 

species i for a given membrane-electrolyte pair. 

+ ion. 
As for the determination of mobility of K ~e membrane potential 

data obtained with membrane PS-2 at various fixed values of Care 

plotted agains t log f3 in Fig. 3-7. Fig. 3-8 illustrates the linear 

as in Fig. 3-7. :Note that the values indicated in Fig. 3-8 used Cte 

geometrical values of L and A, and hence the data include the tort~osity 

factor f. Fig. 3-9 sholls the linear relations betHeen -[(RT/F) l..~ f3 

+ 4") /fLT s and - [(RT/F) In f3 - .1",] /(fLJ s) against ([3 - 1) for mem-

brane PS-2 in KCl solution of C = 0.0625 N. S:hmilar reS1J~ ts 1·rere 

obtained for other combinations of membrane and electrolyte. In both 

plots, the data points folloH the correspondfug straight line at any pair 
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of membrane and salt concentration studied. The values of 

fu+C+ and fu_C_ are determined from the ordinate intercepts of 

these straight lines by means of Eqs.(3-IZ) and (3-13). As 

noted above the absolute values of u+ and u in the membrane 

can be evaluated by L~troducing the values of C+ and C at the 

corresponding external salt concentration, together with the value 

of f for each membrane. Combiniflq the values of u. C., C. and f a 1 1 1 

determined above, we can evaluate u+ and u_ in the charged membrane 

at an arbitra~J salt concentration in the external solution. 

They are listed in Tables3-3 and 3-4. In Figs.3- 10 and 3- 1/ , 

u/u+ a and u.Ju_ a for NaCl and KCl are plotted against log(C/X) 

for three membranes. 

It is noted that u (coions in the present case) in the mem-

brane is approximately constant and is equal to the mobility in 

bulk solution over the entire concentration range indicated. 

In contrast, u/u+o decreases l-lith decreasing C/X. It is 

interesting to note that the concentration dependence of u/u+o 

and 3-5, for the respective systems. The data points closely 

follow the solid 1ll1e, 8nd therefore, it may be re~onable to ex-
1\. 

press the concentration dependence of mobility as 
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(3-.18) 

\,rhich is analogous to Eq. (3-/6) for activity coefficients. 

T'ne agreeRent beh18en concentration dependences of mobilities 

a~d activity coefficients of small ions in the membrane leads to 

the follo"\-Jing flux equation for species k rather than Eq. (2-9), 

This representation for the flux of species k was used intuitively 

b . . t·.t. f th al· f b 1. ~ 15) y preVlOUS lnves 19avors or e an YSlS 0 mem r~De pnenom~na • 

The factors involved in the flow processes of ions are different 

from those in thermod~~amic or static problems, as seen in 

~ I 1 
Debye-HuckelSand Ongagerstheories for activities and mobilities of 

ions in electrolyte solutions. Thus the coincidence of 'X in 

Eq$ (3-25) and (3-27) for the ~'Jhole range of salt concentrations 

seems rather fortuitous although this agreement leads to a great 

simplification in the theoretica.l analysis of membrane phenomena, 

as "Hill be discussed later. The theoretical con.~;denti;oyt" of 

Eq. (3-/1) "Jill be given inille subsequent chapter. 
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Chapter 4. Theoretical Consideration on 

the Relation between }fobili ties and Activity Coefficients of Small Ions 

In chapter 3, it was shown that the activity coefficients and 

mobilities of small ions in a charged membrane can be expressed by 

Eqs. (3-16) and (3-18), respectively. This conclusion has been con-

firmed also in a polyelectrolyte solution by measuring the self-

diffusion of small ions in an aqueous solution of poly-styrene sulfonic 

acidl ) • Then, we have 

1./'1. 0 = u./u.
o 

1: ~ 1: ~ 
( i = +, -) (4-1) 

which implies that the concentration dependen(~of mobili~ of a 

small ion in the membrane agree with that of activity coefficent 

2-7) 
Several authers attemped to derive theoretically the self-diffusion 

constant, but their results did not accord \<lith the experimental data 

sho~m in the previous chapters. 

In this chapter, the relation between the activity and mobility 

of small ions in charged membrane an~or in polyelectrolyte solution 

will be derived theoretically by using a cell model. The result 

obtained is in line with the conclusion drawn from the experimental 

studies. 
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Basic Egua tion for No bili ties of Small Ions 

The macro-ions constituting the membrane are located in the 

membrane phase. It is assumed that a macroion is localized periodically 

in the membrane phase with forming a cubic lattice of a lattice 

consta..'1 t, 2d. In other words, the membrane phase is subdivided into 

unit cell containing a macro-ion, which is regarded as the central ion 

in the uni t cell. In any unit cell, the condition of the electro-

neutrali ty is assumed to be SAtisfied. Then, it is sufficient to 

confine our consideration to an arbitra~J unit cell for calculating 

the flux of small ions. The t'lectrostatic potential at a point in 

the cell caused by central ion is denoted by~. The symmetry 

requirement of the electrostatic potential at the peripheral surface, 

R, ca~ be ~rritten as 

(4-2) 

Following the treatment of Katchalsky et al.B), it may be assumed 

that ';fR == 0 (4-3) 

since the cho~,e of the reference point of potential is arbitrary. 

The concentration of i-ion at the surface of a cell is denoted by 

ni
R, which is equivalent to the activity of i-ion9). The distribution 

of small ions in a cell is represented by Boltzmann1s equation, and 

the concentration of i-ion at point r, 'n. is given by 
~ 
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(4-4) 

where e is the reduced electric potential defined by 

(4-5) 

Here, z. sta~dsfor the valence of i-ion and e, electronic charge, 
1 

k, Boltzmann constant, T, the absolute temperature, respectively. 

When a constant electric fieldE(E, 0, 0) is applied in the 

direction of the x-axis, the local electric potential e and local 

E concentration of i-ion, ni , are chanaed to eE and ni ' respectively. 

Flow of i-ion, J. can be represen ted b;,6) 
1 

(4-6) 

where X is the friction con stan t of an i-ion and assumed to be 
Co 

constant irrespective of salt concentration. . \fu.en the perturbed 

quantities, e~ and n. E are linealized as 
~ 1 

(4-7) 

(4-8) 

Eq.(4-6) is transformed to give 

(4-9) 

under the approximat~on that the higher order terms of E are neglected. 

In Eq. (4-9), It is the unit vector in the direction of the x-axis and 

h. is defined as follows: 
1 
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h.: - - .-i T (1:;. -4- 1 .. ~ J ) 
(4-10) 

To clarify the meaning of h., it is instructive to derive the 
. 2 

E relation between ni and SEe Eliminating S from Eqs.(4-7) and (4-8) 

with use of approximations that gE~l and z.g gE«l, we obtain the 2e 

following equation; 

'X;;E = ~~f[-Z .. iE (I-dE)] (I +- i: E ) 

~?I;t'-e;ff(-i?~tE) [I-(h..·/~T JE J (4-1{ ) 

Since the system is not in equilibrium OID.Ilg to the externally applied 

electric field, £, the Boltzmann relation no longer retains between 

the local concentration, n.E and the local electric potential, gE' . 2 

E and the function h. represents the degree of deviation of n. from 
2 2 

the Boltzmann relation at the statistical equi1orilum. Since the 

functions f. aIld g are periodic, the value of h. is repeated in every 2 . 2 

unit cell, which in turn means that h. is continuous at any point on 
2 

the peripheral surface of a cell. Then, the following boundary 

condition must be satisfied for h.; 
2 

(4-12) 

The condition of the steady state of the flux of i-ions is given 

by the equation; = 0 (4.-13 ) 

which leads to the relation between hi and e as follows; 

+ ~h., = 0 ... 
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Derivation of Nobility for i-Ion from the Basic Eauations 

For simplicity of mathematical analysis, we replace the cubic 

unit cell by a sphere of radius d. The center of a spherically 

coiled macro-ion is taken as the coordinate origin of a cell. 

DefinL~g q. by Eq. (4-15) , 
1 

q. = h. + Z.x 
1 1 1 

and L~troducing Eq.(4-15) L~to Eq.(4- ), we obtain 

- =.; (P ~ ) • (171..) + J7~!.c' = 0 

Considering the symmetrical requirement, I-le may write 

(4-15) 

(4-16) 

(4-17) 

vector r. Introducing Eq.(4-17) into Eq.(4-16) and rearranging, 

we obtain the follo"\-IL~g two equations for 8 and r; 

(4-18) 

(4-19) 

,.:here JrJ1-!) is a separating constant. The solution to Eq.(4-18) is 

given by Pi (cos 8) 1.,rhen P (~) is the Lagrangian flmction of f -th 

order. Then, q. ca.YJ. be written by 2" R. P.t (cos 8). 
1 .e. 11 

ComparL.'1g 

this equationW;i~ Eq.(4-15), i.e. q. = h.(r, cos8)+z.rcos8, the 
111 

value of 1 must be ° or 1. I>lhen 1 = 0, h. is given by -z.rcos e 
1 1 

since P (cos e) = 1. 
o 

Introducing the relation that h. = -z. cos e 
1 1 

into Eq. (4-9) , however, yields that J. = 0, "\-lhich is tr:v;«1 5"o{u-i:oyt~ 
lX 

Then, Eq.(4-17) is recasted as follows; 

q. = R. (r)cos 8 
1 1 

(4-20) 

and Eq.(4-9) is reduced to 
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.<,R.. 
=0 }-2 

Boundary condition of Eq.(4-1~) requires that 

R. (d) = z.d 
1 1 

(4-21) 

(4-22) 

L~ order to solve Eq.(4-2/), another boundary condition is necessary 

which is not known a priori. But, it is certain that the boundary 

R condi tion is independent of the variation of n. • 
]. 

Near the sperical 

surface, R, e is approximately equal to zero. Then, Eq.(4-2l) can 

be adequately approximated by Eq. (4-23) at the neiahhouyof the 

boundary of a cell, R. 

~R.' 
=0 (4-23) 

Integration of Eq.(4-23) yields 

+ .2. {;'J - (4-24) 

where A. is an integration constant. 
1 

It is noted that the value of 

A. is not depending on n. R, since the integration constant is determined 
1 1 

R only from the bOll.'1dar.f condition \.[hich is independent of n. as 
]. 

mentioned above. 

The total amount of i-ions, T., which is passing through the 
]. 

bOll.l1dary sperical surface, R, of x> 0 in the direction to x-axis is 

represented as follows; 
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(4-25) 

Introducing Eqs. (4-24) and (4-3) into the above equation, we obtain. 

(4-26) 

Since the cross-sectional area of a unit cell perpendicular to the 

x-axis is Jtd2 , the floi-1 of i-ion, J., which is defined as the flux 
~ 

of i-ion per unit area is expressed by 

J. 
A 

(4-27) 

The mobilities of i-ion, ui ' is defined by Eq.(2-9), and hence, 

comparison bett.leen Eqs. (2-9) and (4-27) leads to the following 

relation. (4-28) 

In the derivation of the above relation, u. o = ~!. and y. = n.R/C. 
~ .. ~ ~ ~ 

are used since n. R is equal to the activity of i-ion as is insisted 
~ 

by Katchalsky et al.9) and by OosawalO) • They showed that the 

chemical potential of i-ion, p. ,is represented by . ~ 

+ 

from the mathmatical analysis of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, uhere 

FiO stands for the standard chemical potential$ Eq.(4-28) implies 

that the depression of mobility of counter-ions is proportional to 

that of activity coefficients irrespective of added salt concentration. 
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Comparing the experimental results givt!rl by Eq.(4-1) i-uth Eq.(4-28) , 
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Chapter 5. Thermodynamically Effective Charge Density 

of a Hembrane 

It has been shown in the preceeding chapters that the 

coefficIents and mobilities of counter- and co-ions in 

charged membranes are represented by Eqs.(3-16) and (3-18) with a 

characteristic parameter fX. In contrast to the empirical additivity 

rule of polyelectrolyte studiesl ), ~X depended slightly upon the external 

salt concentrations. Once /X is evaluated from the data of any 

membrane phenomena, the other transport phen,omellA. in \-Ihich the mass 

movement does not playa decisive role can be predicted theoretically. 

In this chapter a simple method is proposed for determining;X of 

a membrane in a solution of arbitrary salt concentration, and the 

usefulness of fX thus determined will be emphasized. 

Theoretical 

A simple method for evaluation of¢X in membrane 

The membrane potential IJ,! 1-Thich arises between two solutions of 

a 1:1 type electrolyte at different concentrations Cl and C2 on the 

two sides of the membrane is represented by Eq.(3-7). The effect of 

mass flow is neglected as before (second term in Eq.J-7) and E~(3-16) 

and (3-18) for activity coefficients and mobilities of small ions in 

the membrane are introduced into Eq.(J-7). Substituting a as in 
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Eq. (5-1) , 

(5-1) 

a.nd integrating across the membrane, Eq.(5-2) is obtained. 

RT [~2. I tJ .J~C't..2. +- ~~~ ,+(..P,x-l)?5l< 
AS" = -- A-.- f (2.d-I)/",,-

F 4 .. Jy::C( ~ + ~~.a -t-Qt:t-f)?K 

(5-2) 

In the derivation of Eq.(5-2), the contribution of the unstirred liquid 

2-4) 
film was neglected. Eq.(5-2) has the same functional form as that 

given by the Teorell-Meyer-Sievers theo~,6) for the membrane 

potential except that the thermodynamically effective charge density 

f X of the membrane is used in place of the stoichiometric fixed charge 

density X. \fuen p= 1, Eq. (5-2) is reduced to the 'lMS membrane 

potential theory. Eq.(5-2) is valid when the dependence 

of IX on salt concentration is not great and the difference in 

concentraions in the two bulk solutions is small. EVeJf:f a constant CP (o<tf(l) 

is used, agreement between theory and experiments is improved considerably. 

As an example, in Fig. 5 - I a comparison is made using a con s tan t ? 

of 0.2. 
1; . 

In actual calculations of the membrane pote~ials, the value 

of f at the average concentration C :::: (01 + 02)/2 must be used 

when the value of f X is known as a function of 0. Since, it is 

somewhat troublesome to determine. fX at an arbitrary exte~al 

concentration from the observed membrane potential 4r using Eq.(5-2) , 
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Fig. S-I. Comparison between 'INS theory and experimental data of l:,.'~. 

Notations are the same as in Fig. 3~. The solid line on the left 

represents the theoretical curve of Eq. (5-2) with <P= 0.2. 
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a sLmple method of high precision is proposed. 

Defining the apparent transference number of coions in the mem-

brane 7:- by the Nernst equation, tiff 

equating Eq. (5-3) with Eq. (5-2) and using Eq. (3-11), we obtain the 

followi~g expression for i;'rt. 

, .,L {-~J~==~*l(==f /~+_~_g(_/ 1 ~ /J~"{+ / ,c /_1 
- (! ~.2nI. ) • . J~~(J. -f-j -f- .Q<-I! -I- r:r~~~/ -f-154) 

-<y./ 

1 - c/~x 
(5-5) 

where :5 is the reduced concentration defined by Eq. (5-5). Fig.5-1 

shows the relation between ~O/l and log(C/ Ix) = log [(Cl + C2)/2~ X] 

when the ratio of concentrations C~Cl = B is fixed at 1.5 and 2 

for KCl and NaCl solutio~ respectively. In the figure, a is 

assumed to be 0.5 for KCl and 0.4 for NaCl. It is noted that in 

plotting ~~ff the values are prqctically independent of the ratio 

of concentrations B, as long as B is not large within the range of 

conconcentrations indicated. 

On the other hand, the mass fixed transference number of 

coions in a membrane immersed in an electrolyte solution of con-

centration C is defined b.r 
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Fig. 5-2. The relation bett-reen 'Z'-;'ff and log(C/IX) = log (Cl + C2 )/2pX 

0, !3 = 2 for KC1; $, 13 = 1.5 for KC1; e,!3 = 2 for NaClj ~ , f3 
= 1.5 for NaCl. Solid lines are 7::- calculated from Eq.(5-6) as a 

function of C/ X for KCl and NaCl. 
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(5-6) 

This equation is transformed to 

,J~E~ I -f I 
~- /- 0{ (5-7) L -

Jr<:i~-f / of- (:<.ci. -/) 
. 

Here, Eq~(3-16) and (3-/~) for the activity coeffic~nts and mobilities 
1\ 

of small ions in membranes and the equilibrium condition, Eq.(3~/), 

have been introduced. The solid line in Fig. 5-2 shows the values 

of c- given Qy Eq.(5-7) plotted against log(c/IX). The difference 

between 'C:"
ff 

and 7:-' is found to be less than 2% over the entire 

range of salt concentrations for both KCI and NaCI systems. The 

plots shown in Fig.5-1 are valid even when the value of ~ varies 

with the salt concentration in so far as 7:'- and c;'/f are plotted 

as a function of C/fX. In other words, the apparent transference 

number 1::=;ff evaluated from the membrane potential data(see Eq.5-3) 

permits the determination of the effective charge densityfX of the 

membrane at a given averaged salt concentration C by the following 

equation derived from Eq.(5-7); 

_ C 1- ?:;ff -0(. 

J fA."C~ffO-cJ..XI- 7:;,) 
(5-8) 

When the concentration of the external salt solution is large 

with respect 1b the effective charge density/X, i.e. when c~/x = 
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fr ~ I , Eq. (5-4) can be expanded to give 

. ~ 

YV:'
Pf 

=. I/O-d.) +[q-IJ/C{t.! )J(0-.:><.)(!.y6 ) 1- 1(~? 

Eq. (5-9) indicates that the plot of' l/~ff against l/Cl with a f'ixed 

B(=C2/C
l

) should produce a strainght line, and that the values of' a 

and fX in the concentrated solution f'or a given combination of'mem-

brane and electrolyte can be determined f'rom the ordinate intercept 

·and the slope of' the line. Tne value of' a thus determined f'or the 

membrane used is approximately equal to that in the bulk solution. 

Characteriza tion of' Wlembrane-.electrolyte systems 

It has been shown in the preceeding chapter that the ef'f'ective 

charge density?X of' the membrane is a characteristic parameter of' the 

system in question. However, each ionic species has its respective 

mobility in the bulk solution, and this leads to dif'f'erent·values of' 

the observed membrane phenomena with each species of' electrolyte, 

even if' the value of'· r X f'or a membrane is independent of' electrolyte 

used. Theref'ore, it may be worthwhile to develop a general method 

of characterization of' membrane-electrolyte systems, which is applicable 

to any system irrespective of' the electrolyte species involved. This 

will be done by introducing a parameter representing the permselectivity 

of the membrane. 
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When the external salt concentration C is large with respect to IX, 

i.e. C>t X, Eq. (5-2) reduced to 

4~ = - (Rr/fl){2d.-IJ~/ (5-10) 

This equation is just a diffusion potential of an electrolyte in the 

bulk solution, i.e. the membrane has no permselectivity7). In other 

words, the effects of the fixed charges of the membrane are completely 

eliminated when the salt concentration is high enough. On the other 

hand, when C<<..rpX, Eq. (5-2) reduces to the following simple form 

(5-11) 

which is the maximum potential difference across a charged membrane 

for a system with a given value of~. When the membrane potential is 

in accord with Eq.(5-ll) , the membrane is referred to as a perfectly 

permselective membrane. Comparing EqS~(5-10) and (5-11) with Eq. (5-3), 

one may conclude that -C:ff takes a 1f1l.h.t€ between zero and (I-a:) due to 

the external condition of the membra~e and to the electrolyte pair. 

The situation where' ~~f= 0 corresponds to a perfectly permselective 

negatively charged membrane. Hence) the value of ~fmay be considered 

to.be a measure of pe~selectivity. Hbyever,. ?;ff depends strongly 

on the mobilities of the ionic species used.' Rearrangement of Eq.(5-7) 

leads to 
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01- - (41. - t) ( I - C - ) 
(5-12) 

The left-hand side of the above equation approaches to unity when C~fX, 

ZeJ-O 

an~ehen C~fX, and depends only on the relative concentration k = C/j6X. 

The right-hand side of Eq.(5-12) can be calculated from a simple measure-

ment of the membrane potential when c- is set e~ual to Z:::/I • Hence, 

the qunatity (1-'- Z::Vt -0\. )/[0<- (2.o(-I)C/~':t:"~I'!)J may be referred to as 

:$ 
the degree of permselectivity of the membrane, andAdenoted by Ps • 

Experimental 

The procedures and apparatus for the measurements of the membrane 

potential were the same as those employed in Chapter 3. The mem-

bran€!) used here were four different kinds of charged membranes. 

They were; (1) three oxidized collodion membranes having different fixed 

charge densities (designated as M-l, M-2 and M-3) , (2) two collodion-

based polystyrene sulfonic acid membranes used in the previous chapter, 

(PS-l and PS-3) , (3) collodion-based protamine membrane prepared 

. 8) 
according to the method reported b.Y Sollner . (PR membrane), and 

(4) dextrane sulfate incorporated collodion membrane which was prepared 

by the method .sa.iq,le titS that of protamine collodion m~mbr.a."es (DS membrane). 

The salts used as electrolyte component were LiCI, KCI, NaCl, KF, and 

Each of analytical grade reagent was used as delivered. 

Water used was prepared by passing distilled water through both cation 



and anion excha~ger resin column. The carboti'dioxide dissolved in 
/\ 

wa ter was no t degassed a.l1d the pH of the 'j,Ja ter was 5.5. 

Fig. 5-3 shows a block diagram of the apparatus used for the D.C 

resista~ce measurements. In the figure, El and E4 are a couple of 

Ag-AgCl plate electrodes through which the direct current is delivered 

to the system from a battery, E2 and E3 are a couple of feeler elect

rodes9 , 10) made of a silver 1.J'ire of 50 p in diameter, which were 

chloridized in a RCl solution of 0.1 N 'j,Ii th a 0.1 rnA of electric 

current for 10 min. These wire electrodes were mounted in contact 

with the membrane surface. The hlo bulk solutions were agitated 

vigorously 'j,li th a magnetic stirrer to prevent the polarization at 

the membrane-solution Ll1terfacesll). The direct current delivered in 

the system was measured '\.J'i th a calibrated ammeter (Yokogawa Horks 

Co., Type 2011) and the potential difference across the membrane 

surface was measured with a vibrating reed electrometer (Takeda Biken 

Co., Type TR-84B). Plots of the measured E = E2 - E3 against the 

applied current strength gave a straight line passing through the 

coordinate origin. The desired electrical resistance of the mem-

brane was calculated from the slope of this plots. 

Results and Discussion 

By way of an example, in Fig. 5-4, the membrane potential data 

obtained with twa PS-membranes Ll1 various 1:1 electrolytes are plotted 

as functions of log(Cl + C2)/2, where the ratio of concentrations, B 
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Fig. 5-3. Block diagram of the apparatus used for the D.C. resistance 

me a suremen ts. El , E
4

, silver-silver cf,'o,.;de plate electrodes; 

E2 , E3 , silver-silver chloride feeler electrodes; Memb., test membrane; 

V, vibrating reed "electrometer; I, d. c. micro- or milli.:.ammeterj 

S, stirr~r chip. 
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Fig. 5-1J-. Plots of observed membrane potential, [if, against log 

(Cl + C2)/2 for combinations of PS-I and PS-3 membraneSand LiCI, 

UaCI, KCI. The concentration ratio of two external solutions is kept 

constant at 2. 

0, LiCI for SP-I; e, NaCI for SP-I; <D, KCI for SP-I; 

., LiCl for SP-3; e, NaCl for SP-3; <), KCl for SP-3. 
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The results at other values of (3 were essentially 

simillar to this graph. This figure illustrates that the membrane 

poteni;o.,/; L:y, depends on the electrolyte species or on the trans-

ference number of electrolyte in bulk solution. As shown in Fig. 5-s, 

this difference due.to the mobilities of ions is eliminated when Ps 

defined by Eq.(5-l2) is plotted against log(Cl + C2)/2, where the data 

points for various ion species are reduced to!i. single curve for the 

respective membrane unless the effective fixed charge density of the 

system depends strongly on the species of electrolyte component. When 

the average concentration C = (CI + C2)/2 is equal to the effective fixed 

charge density f X, i.e. C/pX = 1, the value of P s must give 1/15 == 

0.448. In other words, from the data of P plotted as a function of s 

C, it is possible to determine the value of the effective fixed 

charge density of a given pair of membrane and electrolyte.(see dotted 

lines in Fig.5-S) 

In Table 5-1, the value of p X determi..'1ed from both P s vs. C 

plots and Eq.(5-9) for various combinations of membrane and electrolytes. 

The agreement between values ofpX obtained by two different methods is 

satisfacto~, although we have not evalu~ted the small variation of 

f X due to ion species in the pre sen t study. 

Using values of ;6X predetermined by the method proposed above, 

the permselectivity P of all systems are replotted as a function of s 
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Fig. 5-S. Plots of Ps defined by Eq.(5-12) against log(Cl + C2)/2 

for the same system as in Fig. 5-4. Dotted horizontal line shows 

P s = 1/$, and the vertical line gives the value of ¢X for the cor

responding membrane. Notations are the same as in Fig. 5-¥. 



Table 5--1. 

Nembra.'1e 

PSSA PS-1 

-collodion PS-3 

Oxidized 11-1 

-collodion ~f-2 

M-3 

Dextral1e DS sulfate 
-collodion 

Protamine PR 
-collodion 

Comparison between X determined from P and from Eq.(5-9) s 

tX determ:L.·'18d 

from P (mole/I) s 

0 .. 091 

0 .. 014 

0.005 

0.014 

0.021 

0.0029 

0.038 

?X determined *) 
from f~.(!)-q) (reole/l) 

0,,082 rv 0.092 

0.015 rv 0.009 

0 .. 0044 ~ 0 .. 0058 

0 .. 0158/V 0.0168 

0 .. 023 /"\.. 0.,027 

0.0025 -"- 0.0027 

0 .. 018 for LiCl 

0 .. 021;. for KF 

0.034 for NaCl, KCl 

~~) Davic.tion of pX valu.es :in this colamIl depends on the electrolyte 

species used. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
) 

\ 

\ 
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Here the straight line of un:hry slope is 

the theoretical line with the assumption that the value of 'IX of each 

respect,ive system is independent of the salt concentration. Ll1 the 

case where a positively charged membrane is used such as protamine

collodion membran es, P s mus t be defined as [~ff - (t -of... ) J/C /- cJ. - Cl-.J:,t.) Z;;ff) 

instead of Eq.(5-12). All data studied here approximately follow a 

single curve which deviates systematically from the straight line of 

slope unity in a dilute salt solution. As discussed in the previous 

chapters, the degree of unbound counterions depends slightly on the 

external salt concentration when the external concentration decreases 

in comparison with ~X.· Thus the deviation of the data points from 

the straight line stems from the concentration dependence of fx. 
Fig. 5-6 shows the dependence of rX on the external salt concentration 

is approximately equal for all combinations of membranes and electrolytes 

studied here. It is noted that for the system with protamine-collodion 

membrane in LiCl the data deviate appreciably from the straight line in 

the concentrated region. This is also seen in Table 5-1 where the 

value of fX determined from P s vs log C plots is much smaller than 

that obtained from the other method in a concentrated region of LiCl, 

and that the value of tX for LiCI is much larger than those for 

KGl or NaCI. 

Once fX of a membrane in an electrolyte solution is determined 
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f;~r ~-6. Plots of P s agaist 1/(1 +'41'2)1/2 for various combinations ¢'f 

membra~e and electrolyte u 

oxidized 
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collodion 
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CD , KCl for M-I; 0, LiCI for :tvf-l; e 1 NaC1 for H"';'l~ 
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for 11-1; cb , KCI for :tvf-2; 6, LiCI for 11-2; 

e ,NaCl for H-2; ®, KID3 for 11-2; <D-, KCl for 11-3; 

0-, LiCI for M-J; e-, NaCl for 11-3; Eft--, K10
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for M-3; 

CD, KCl for PS-l; t."), LiCl for PS-I; e , NaCl for PS-l; 

<r ' KCl for PS-J; ?, LiCl for PS-3; e;; , NaCl for ps-3; 

-4>-, KCl for DS; -$-, NaCl for DS; 

~ , KCI for PR? @-, LiCI for PR; rtp , NaCI for PR; 

-0 , KF for PR" 

/ 
./ 
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from the observed membrane potential at an arbitrary concentration G, 

the values of other transport phenomena, e.g .. DG resista.>'lce, salt flux, 

t:;:u.nsference number, etc. can be c'c..lculated. A comparison with corre-

sponding experimental data may be made to check the validity of the theory 

a>'ld also the applicability of the concept of the effective fixed 

charge density, IX. The electrical resistance r of the membra>'le may 

be taken as an example. Under the assumption that the effect of mass 

movement is ignored , the electrical resista>'lce r is represented by 

(5-13) 

The contribution of the mass flow to the DG resistance is less than a 

few percent for the system studied here, as is shovm later. Intro-

ducing Eqt(3-/6) a>'ld (3-18) into Eq.(5-13), and rearranging, Eq.(5-14) 

is obtained 

I 
(5-14) 

where £ stands for (u+ 0 + u_o) , whose value can be taken from an 

appropriate tableI2). Comparison between the calculated a>'ld the 

observed value of r is made in Fig. 5-?, for the systems of membrane 

SP-l, SP-2 and SP-3 in various concentrations of KGl, RbCl, and LiCl 

solution. As seen in the figure, the agreement between calculated and 

the observed values is satisfactory within the limits of experimental 

errors. 
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log (C/X) 

Fig. 5-'1. Comparison bet,{een observed and calculated values of 

electric resistance in various combinations of membranes &~d electrolytes. 

o , PS-l KCl; (), PS-2 KCl; 4), PS-J KCl; "PS-J Rbel; 9, PS-l RbCl; 

cp, PS-2 LiCl. 
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In the above discussion, the difference of the standard chemical 

potential, fi 0 betl.,reen the aqueous and the membrane phases is ignored 

since the water content of the membrane is as high as 80 %. For the 

-cairen. l-nTC7 
more compact membrane, however, this difference must beAconsiderai;o~. 

13) 
Actually, Toyoshima et al. stated that the membrane of low water 

contents prepared from the collodion exhibits the ionic selectivity_ 

Here, the term "ionic selectivity" is defined as follows; the values 

of the permselectivity defined by Eq.(5-l2) at the same concentration 

"-

are dependent on the ionic species used. The liquid membrane prepared 

by dissolving a certain ion-exchanger into organic solvents shows 

highly ionic selectivity., In order to expound the ionic selectivity, 

it is necessary to introduce the difference of the standard chemical 

potential between the aqueous and the membrane phases. 

The electrochemical potential of species i in the membrane is 

expressed by 

+ :z,;fi¥ 
I 

(5-15) 

while that in the bulk aqueous solution which is contiguous with the 

membrane is represented by 

Here, z. is the valence of ions, i.e. +1 or -1. 
~ 

(5-16) 

Note that the 
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standard chemical potential of an ion species in the membrane'Jlio(m) 

is different from that in the aqueous solution, Pi o • Hhen the 

thermodynamic equilibrium holds between the membrane and solution 

phases, Eqs.(5-15) a~d (5-16) must be equal to each other. 

have 

(5-17) 

Elimination of (f'-~) from the equations for the cation and anion 

species given by Eq.(5-17) leads to 

(8-18) 

o \-lhere K is defined by the folloHing equation, m 

(5-19) 

and represents the dif~ence in solubilities of the electrolyte 

component betHeen the membrane and the aqueous phases. Tne value 

of K 0 is a consta~t irrespective of the salt concentration of the 
m 

external solution for a given comblllation of membrane and electrolyte 

componen ts under consideration. }'laking use of Eq. (3-16) for the 

activity coefficients of i-ion in the membrane, C_ is given by 

(5-20) 

Introducing Eq.(5-20) into Eq.(3-7) and integrating betHeen the two 

bulk solutions across the membrane with use of Eq.(3-18) , we obtain 

the following equation: 
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+ (~d-J)::r 
4':1 

j y.(',/ -t- X~ T /r _ ] 
- f-n.."...:---------

(5-21) 

J~ Cf ~ -f X 2 f' ~ 

where ,: ~s defined as tjX/K 0 and the tenn of U in Eq.0-6) is m m 

neglected as before. This equation is identical to Eq.(5-2) 

except that the effective fixed charge density ~X is replaced by 

)( Then, the above discussion is also applicable to the mem-

brane potential data even when the difference of the standard electro-

chemical potential must be t~~en into consideration. 
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Chapter 6. Charge Density Effects on Hydrodynamic 

Properties of Nembrane 

As seen in the basic equations given in Chapter 2, the flux of 

each movable species relative to the membrane is represented Qy the 

sum of two terms, one relative to the local center of mass, and the 

other associated with mass movement. The term related to the mass 

movemen t i.."t1 Eq. (2-9) 1{aS neglected in the analysis developed in the 

previous chapters. This is reasonable, as will be seen at the end 

of this chapter. In tr~~sport phenomena related to a volume flow, 

hOHever, the mass movement plays a decisive role, and no satisfactory 

interpretation may be made unless the effect of mass flow is taken 

into consideration. For this reason, mass flow in the membrane is 

thoroughly investigated in this chapter. The effects of fixed 

charges on the hydrodynamic properties of the membrane are also 

investigated. The charge density influencing the hydrodynamic 

properties of the membrane will be determined as a function of salt 

concentration using electroosmotic ~low and streaming potential data, 

and the effect of mass movement on the membrane potential and on 

the ion permeability of the membrane will be discussed. 
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Theoretical 

The system considered hero consists of a negatively charged 

membrane vhich separates two aqueous solutions of a 1:1 type electro-

lyte with identical concentrations and temperature. I{nen differences 

in electrical potential &~d pressure is applied across the membrane, 

electrical current I a11.d volume flm," J occur through the membrane. v 

Starting from the flux equation, Eq.(2-9), I and Jv are represented 

I _ - ( U~ ('-r 1- U_('_) F(dff/dx) - (!/: Ufo C+ - k.*a_r_ ){d;k.x.J 

* Here, v, is defL11.ed by 
.r;: 

v 
k 
* 

(6-1) 

(6-2) 

( k ::: +, -) (6-.3 ) 

"Ii th vk ' Ill, , v , and m ,the partial molar volume and the molecular 
K 0 0 

weight of ion species k and the solvent, respectively. dj'/dx and 

dp/dx are the gradients of electrical poteY\i:;~ r ,and pressure. 

As noted above, the total number of small ions which is conveyed by 

* the mass movement, Ck is not necessarily equal to the averaged or 

stoichiometric amount of small ions Ck in the membrane phase. Then, 

the quantity F(C * - C ~~)U , the last term on the right-hand side of 
+ - m 



eo 

Eq. (6-1) is I"ri t ten as in F1XU for the sub s equen t analysis. 
m 

=" .,JI ) HC ('t - (- U..,- Ff-x U ... 
(6-4) 

Here, ~ is a dimensionless positive parameter less than unity 

(O<.1f(l) ,,,hich represents the effect of fixed charges on the 

hydrodyn&~ic properties of the membrane at a given concentration. 

The motion of the local centre of mass L~ the membrane U , m 

should be obtained by the solution of a hydrodynamic equation. 

SL~ce the rigorous equation of mass motion is not amenable to an 

analytical solution for membr~~e systems L~ general, a~ approximation 

is used in the expression of Um L~ the subsequent analYSis2) • .4...~y 

volume element in the membre.ne phase is subj ect to t,JO kinds of ex-

teX':rlal forces under the experimental conditions considered here, i. e. 

the negative gradient of pressure, -dp/dx, &~d of electrical potential, 

, 
-F~X(dr/dx) • 

I 
Here, '/fx represents the excess charges in the mem-

brane Hhich can tr:smi t the exterflal electric field acting on them 
1\ 

I 
to their surrou~ding liquid medium. f~ain, fX is not necessarily 

equal to X, fX or jx. In this chapter, the values of /.' 7f X, 'l/>x, 

and tx "Iill be compared Hi th one another for given system. In 

mechanical equilibrium, the sum of the above mentioned forces must 

balance with the viscous stress produced in the volume element con-

sidered. As a first appro)~mation, this stress may be UL~en to 



be -(l/k)U • 
m 
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. Then, 

, 
U = -k(dp/dx) - kF~X(d.r/dx) m 

(6-5) 

\.J'here k is a constant uhich depends on the fluidity of the solution, 

the compactness and the other structual characteristics of the mem-

brane. Introducing Eq.(6-5) into Eqs.(6-1) and (6-2), and integrating 

the resulting equations under the condition that the system is in a 

steady stat~ i.e. dI/dx = dJ/dx = 0, Eq. (6-6) is obtained 

I: = - to" (<.J!f'/L) - 4712 (4f /~ ) 

where the phenomenological coefficients Q .. are 
~ 

given by 

ti),/ - (<<+C+ + t(~(I_) Ii T /eJi2pf'X ~ 

tq~ ( ~ (Lf (-;- - v..if et..f-) ..,. kFifX 

tD2.' - (v: u+ r.,. - 1/-"" t1-fl_) + K'litf'X 

UJu. - Ct(~UTr-t- "t- tt'~-(l-)(I;'r ) 1- Jt 

(6-6) 

(6-7) 

(6-8) 

(6-9) 

(6-10) 

Note that tV~) (i,j = 1,2) are composed of two terms as in Eq.(2-9). 

tVn represents the electrical conductance of the membrane, which is 

obtained experimentally as 

= (lJ/A )(//,.. ) (6-11) 

tfhere r is the observed electric resistance. The streaming potential 

and the electroosmosis are defined by 
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(6-12) 

(6-1) 

Combin.~~Eq.(6-11) 1-lith Eqs.(6-12) and (6-13), the value of ~.z0r ~, 

may be determined at a given concentration of the external solution. 

Finally , ~:z is calculated to give 

SL~ce it is difficult to measure the volume flow under the condition 

that A~ = 0, the values of47l z.may be obtained as follows. WIth the 

external condition that I = 0, the hydraulic permeability (JvA P)I=O 

is given by 

(6-15) 

when the values of t01 ' lJt2.' and~, are kno1-m for a given system, 

the value of tJZl. can be evaluated. 

As sho~~ in the previous chapters, u+C+ a~d u_C_ have been 

determined over a \-lide range of salt concentra:t.ions, and hence the 

I 
values of k, ¥X, and 'IX uhich appear in Eqs. (6-7) "'" (6-10) can be 

evaluated when the values of v+* and v_* defined by Eq.(6-3) are 

known. 
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E,xperimen tal 

The neI"Jbranes used L"l this study ~mre PS-l and PS-2 membraneJ 

cho.racteristics of ""hich are listed in table .3-1. 

Fie. 6-1 is aschematic diagram of the apparatus used for the 

measurement of strem:1ing potential, electroosmosis and velocity of 

volume flo';.1 through ruembra:1es. The external electrolyte solutions 

on both sides of the nembr21e were stirred vigorously by a pair of 

m9.gnetic stirrers in order to prevent the concentration polarization 

at the membrane-solution interfaces. (see Chapter 8). L-shaped 

cepillaries Here connected vertically to each compartment in such a 

be 
mo.nner that the horizon tel al':US of the tuo capillaries ca.~e to J\ the same 

level. In the measv..rement of strea..rIlLl1g potential, one of the 

capillaries "("Jas opened to air; the other lIas com1ected to the bomb 

for nitrogen gas Hith a manometer by which the difference of hydro-

atatic pressure betH8en tuo solution,.c1p 1.-inS measured. In the 

figure, E and E are silver-silver chloride reversible electrodes 1 2 

through "tIhich the electromotive force a.rising betHeen the bulk 

solut,ions was measured. The plots of the observed electromotive 

forces against .dp gave proportional relation passing through tte origin 

a.'1d values of "'2/4)11 Here calculated from the slopeof the plot. 

For the measurements of electroosmosis, the direct electric 



];/ 

Fig. 6-1. Schematic diagram of the cell used for measurements of 

streaming potential, electroosmosis and velocity of volume flow. 

N, membrane; El and E2 , Ag-AgCl plate electrodes; S, stirrer bar; 

D, capillary. 
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current was delivered to the membra.l1e from a battery through El and 

E2• A variable resistor was connected in series to adjust the 

current strength, which \.Jas measured with a calibrated micro- or 

milli-ammeter. The rate of volume flow associated with the passage 

of current was calculated by the movement of the meniscus in the 

capillary. The displacement of the meniscus was followed as a 

function of time by a traveling microscope. .~ter some interval of 

time from the onset of each run, plots of the displacement of meniscus 

against time became linear. The slope of this linear portion 

multiplied by a factor ~ ( = S~Sm) was taken as the steady-state 

value of the velocity of volume flow, J , where S denotes the cross v c 

section of the capillary and S the area of the membrane. m Data were 

taken as a function of current strength, I. Plots of J against v 

I gave straight lLl1e passing through the origin and the values of 

l4)2J1' 4711 \-lere evaluated from the slope of these plots. 

In measurements of hydraulic permeability, the hydrostatic 

pressure difference between two solutions was applied by putting 

L-shaped capillaries at different height. The rate of volume flo'..,. 

was measured Qy the same way as described above. Data were taken 

at various ~p and the value of hydraulic permeability can be eValuated 

from the slope of the plots for J against ~P. v 
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Results a~d Discussion 

Fig. 0-2 shous the data of strearrd.Jlg potential F(l"Php)I=O' 

and the ratio of the electroosmosis (JylI)~p=O to the streaming 

potential, i.e. ~J!' tV12 ' in various concentrations of the external 

KCl solution for membrane PS-l. It is noted that the Sax~n relation3) 

( a 12 = °21 ) holds for the presen t membra~e system in the whole ra.~ge 

of KCl concentration studied. The other membranes studied also satisfy 

this relation. Thus, tracL~g back Eqs.(6-8) a~d (6-9), the excess 

charges carried by the mass movement PX appeared in Eq. (6-4) a~d 

charges uhich tral1smi t the electrical field to the surrou-l1dL"'1g fluid 

medium ~/X defined by Eq.(6-5) are equal to each other for the present 

systems. I{ereafter, 
, 
~ is not discriminated from~ • 

Since the value of ~l for the system is kJIo'J.n for a given con-

centration of KCl as discussed L"'1 Chapter 5, the value of ~2 (=u)21) 

c~ be de~ined by combiJIing Eqs.(6-11) and (6-12) or (6-13). The 

values of 012. obtained are plotted as functions of log ( c/x) f0r 

PS-l and PS-3 membra11.es in :E'ig.6-3. As seen in Eqs. (6-8) and (6-9), 

W12 and U/21 are composed of tHO terms; one associated ,.;ith the movement 

of individual ion species relative to the local centre of mass, and 

the other 1-li th the mass movement. * The first term (v u C 
+ + + 

* V u CJ 

can be evaluated by using u+C+ a~d u_ C _ determLl1ed in the previous 

* chapter together "t.,ri th an appropriate value of vi determined from 
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between electroosmosis data, CJ l2 and streaming potential data, 4)21 

for the system of membrane PS-l and KCl. (), F(4f/~P)I=O; 
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the Stokes radius of individual ion species calculated from the 

mobility data of ions in free solution2 ,4). For K+ and Cl- ions 

they were vk* = -19.6 cc/mole, and v* = -17.3 cc/mole, respectively. c. 

-8 -1 -1 -1 31.77 x 10 mole cm sec volt • 

-0.02 x 10-4 cm2 sec-l volt-l at C = 0.5 N. The value of CV
12 

obtained 

eA~erimentally was 2.13 x 10-4 cm2sec-l volt-l at the same salt con-

cen tra tion. Then the contribution of the first term of Eq.(6-8) or 

(6-9) was evaluated to be only 1 % of the observed value. This may 

be valid even when u+C+ and u_C_ determined in the previous chapter 

contain some experimental errors. Since the contribution of the 

first term decreases with decrease of the external salt concentration, 

the observed valuesof lV12 andw21 mainly stem from the mass movement 

represented by kFfX in Eq.(6-8) or (6-9). 

Since the values of ~12 and 4)21 are known for the system at 

a given salt concentration, we can evaluate the value of q}22 from 

the data of hydraulic permeability given by Eq.(6-15). l-lhen the 

external salt concentration was 0.5 N, 4111 and '12 were 6.59 x 

Then, 

2/ 6 -13 4 -1 -1 . . tJ
l
2!wll = o. 9 x 10 cm dyne sec ,while the observed value 

of the hydraulic permeability was 3.80 x 10-11 cm4 dyne-l sec-I. 

The contribution of the first term in Eq.(6-15) decreaseswith decrease 
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of the salt concentration. Thus, the observed hydraulic permeability 

is practically equal to tJ22 in the whole range of salt concentration. 

Fig. 6-4 shows the relation between «}22 and the reduced external 

concentration (C/X) for membranesPS-l and PS-3. As seen in Eq.(6-10) 

cv2i5also composed of two terms. *2 
The first term given by (v+ u+C+ 

concentration 0.5 N, whichis compared with the observed w22 at the same 

concentration, i.e. 3.80 x 10-11 cm4 dyne-l sec-l The first term 

of w22 which represents the contribution of flux of individual ions 

relative to the local center of mass movement is then negligibly small 

compared l.Ji th that of the mass movement represented by k in Eq. (6-10). 

As noted in the theoretical 

section the magnitude of k depends on the compactness of the membrane 

and the fluidity of the liquid in the membrane. Kobatake et al. 

shOltled that the values of k for oxidized collodion membrane were 

independent of the salt concentrationl ). In the present system, 

however, the hydraulic permeability and hence k of the membrane 

although, as noted in the previous chapter, the membranes used were 

not swelling in the whole range of salt concentration. It is noted 

that the concentration dependence of k is L~creased with increase of 

amounts of polyelectrolyte impregnated in the membrane. Thus, the 
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variation of k due to the external salt concentration probably stems 

from the shrinkage of the macro-molecules which are stuck to the 

cellulose skeleton of the collodion when the concentration of the added 

salt is increased. Since no variation of analytical value of X was 

observed more than two years , the macroions did not leak out from 

the membrane. 

The values of k and ~X for a given combination of membrane and 

KCl in variety of its concentration were determined. Then the con-

tribution of the second term in the right hand side of Eq.(6-7) for 

the membrane conductance, i.e. k~(fX)2, can be evaluated. For 

membrane PS-l with 0.0039 N of KCl, the value of k~(fX)2 is evaluated 

-6 -1 -1 . ·-4 to be 5.4 x 10 cm ohm ,whlle the observed ~ll was 5.51 x 10 

-1 -1 cm ohm at the same condition. Thus, the contribution of the 

second term in cJll was about 1 %. With increase of the concentration 

of the external solution, the magnitude of (u+C+ + u_C_) increases 

while the value of k~(fX)2 stays approximately constant. Therefore, 

the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (6-7) , i.e. ~~(f~)2 is 

neglected i.i th a good approximation in the whole range of the external 

salt concentration. 

Values of ¥ 

By use of values of k(= tiJ22 ) and kFtX(= 4712= tv21 ) determined 

above the value of ~ can be evaluated, since the valu~ of X is de-
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are calculated in accordance with Eq.(5-8). 
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0-, 7f for PS-I; e-, Ifor PS-J in KCI solution. 
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termined for a given pair of membrane and KCl. The values of Y' 

thus obtained for membranes PS-l and PS-3 in various KCI concent-

rations are plotted as function of 10g(C/X) in Fig.6-5. It is noted 

that the value of ~ is approximately constant for different.· membranes, 

and that "If is much smaller tha.l1 ,p as shoim in the f'igure. A 

method for obtaining (> f'or a given membrane in an arbitrary salt 

concentration has been described in Chapter 5. The value of J6 

was about 10 % of the value of' ~in the whole range of' salt concent-

ration. The similar result ,·laS partially obtained for oxidi.zed 

collodion membranes by previous authersl ,4). 

Contribution of Um to the membr&~e potential and salt flux. 

At this stage, it is worth\.Jhile to evaluate the contribution of' 

the mass flow to the obs.erved membrane potential and salt f'lux. 

Utilizing Eq. ('-~)~ I;~s. (3-7) and (3-8) for 4" and J s can be rewritten 

as follows; 

t.. 

V.. ( tI..('_ 1x 
+ r)( u.,.r.,. +- /1..('_ 

(; 

(6-17) 

+ ('_Jr. ) d~ 
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Hith the restriction of zero electric current through the 

membrane, the rate of volume flow, J is represented by the v 

equation, 

~ - lr. -r of- 'V"-.1_ t- VI> To - V; Xs -t- lID J_ "'v - + -'t- J...._ 

In the above equation, v.(i = s, 0) is the partial mol~r 
1 

(6-18) 

volume of species i, where subscripts s and 0 stand for the elec-

trolyte component and the solvent, respectively. The velocity of 

mass movement U is obtaL~ed by 
m 

L. J + K-f J: =.r.. U~. '''$ S 0 0 - ~ 
(6-19) 

where fo is the density of the fluid in the membrane, and ms 

and m are the molecular weight of the salt and water. o 
Combining 

the above h!o equations, and assumL~g the density of. solution, .f.. , 

approyimately equal to that of the pure solvent, Eq.(6-20) is 

obtained. 

(6-20) 

Here (v - m v 1m ) s s d' 0 
* * is equivalent· to (v+ + v ) defined in 



Eq .. (6-.3). Then, if the volume flow Jv and salt flux J s are 

measured under the same external condition, the value of U at m 

a given pair of salt concentrations Cl a~d C2 can be evaluated. 

Besides, the second term in the right-ha~d side of Eq.(6-16) can 

be approximated to give 

L (¥X]c • Uk< 
[. t{-fC'+ + tC .. l'-J ~ 

(6-21) 

\,here subscript C represents the value of the qu 0.11 ti ty in the 

brackets at the averaged concentration defined by C = eCl + C"2)/2 • 

e~uation, one can evaluate the contribution of mass movement to 

the observed membr~ne potential, which is tabulated in table 6-1 

for the combination of PS-l mealbrafle and KCl solution. This 

contribution was calculated to be less th~J% for the membranes 

studied. 

The transference number of the counterions u+C~(u~C+ + u_C_) 

is always less than unity, and c: is not very different from the 

average cOi1cen..irt/..t,'ofl, of coions in the membravle C as will be 

discussed in the subsequent chapter. Thus~the second term in the 

right-hand side of Eq.(6-l7) , i.e. C~)ll,,[u+Ct¥)(/(t.{+Ct- +lLt_) 'f-c.~Ju..dJG 
~ " 

should be less than {7f.x + C_)c U~'" • Here subscript c represents 

again the value of ¥X + C_ at a given concentration C~ \\1;11, thf VAlue of 



Table 6-1. Contribution of }lass Novemen t 

to Hembrane Potential 

C1 °2 
8 t/fX.l xl05 [UmJ c x 106 values of Eq.(6-21) Observed membrane -- '(u+O+ + u_O)c x 10 c 

( . -1 -1 -1) (equiv. em-3) (em sec-I) (mV) potential (mV) equ~v.cm sec volt 

1/256 - 1/128 1.21 0.353 8.46 0.44 15.51 

1/128 - 1/64 2.47 0.608 11.9 0.52 14.85 

1/64 - 1/32 4.66 0.947 13.85 0 .• 50 12.62 

1/32 - 1/16 8.33 1.33 14.10 0.23 9.99 
1/16 - 1/8 14.90 1.46 9.00 0.46 ,'0.82 

1/8 - 1/4 27.46 1.15 5.00 0.037 4.37 

1/4 - 1/2 52.20 0.74 1.05 0.0015 2.77 
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U obtained above, the contribution of U term in Eq.(6-17) was m m 

evaluated to be less than 10 % for membra~e PS-l when the external 

salt concetrantion was between 0.0039 N and 0.0625 N, and decreases 

with increase of the salt concentration. Therefore, it may be 

concluded that the values of u+ and u_ determined in the previous 

chapter using the experimental data of membrane potential and salt 

flux with neglecting the contribution of mass movement were valid 

within 10 %. 
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Chapter 7. Transference Numbers of Small Ions 

in Char~ed Membrane 

In chapter 3, the activity coefficieIlts and mobilities of small ions 

in charged membranes were determined with use of the membrane potential 

and ion permeability for the systems of collodion based polystyrene 

sulfonic acid membrane immersed in aqueous solution of KCl and NaCl. 

The results were; l)the mobility of coions in charged membrane is 

approximately equal to that in free solution, 2) both the activity 
, 

coeffic-'ent and mobility of counterion are much smaller than those in 
1\ • 

buJk solution when the concentration of the external solution C is 

lower than the stoichiometric density of charges fixed in the membrane, 

X, and 3) the dependence of mobility of counterions in membrane on the 

external salt concentration is approximately equal to that of activity 

( 

coeffic~nt of the counterions in the membrane. 
f\ 

These facts imply that 

-the behaviour of coions is not affected materially by the presence of 

fixed charges, while that of counterions is affected very much by the 

immovable chargesL~ the membrane when C/X is smaller than unity. 

Chapter 6 described the charge density (,)h,'C.1t.. i-0Y<€nt.S the hydro-

dynamic properties of the membrane by analyzing the experimental data 

of electroosmosis and streaming potential. The charge density go~erning 

the mass movement was found to be about 10 % of that for mobility and 
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activity of small ions for the same system, and was less than 

of the stoichiometric charge density of the membraae, X. 

Furthermore, it r~s been shown that the Sax~n relation1) holds experi

mentally for the system studied for whole range of salt concentration, 

Le. the. electroosmosis and streaming j>'btell"l; .. \ are equal each other in 

a~ arbitrary salt concentration within the experimental error. 

This fact implies that the difference between the amounts of counter

ions and coions carried by the mass flow must be equal to the excess 

charges inside the membrane which can transmit the external electrical 

force actL~g on them ~o the fluid medium in the membrane. However, 

any interpretation on the mechamism of marked depression of the fixed 

charge density of the membrane governing the mass movement has not 

been given. 

This chapter purports to study the physicochemical mechamism 

for the remarkable depression of the charge density governing the 

hydrodynamical properties of the membrane by analyzing the tras-

ference numbers of co-~~d counterions in the membrane. 

Theoretical 

The electrical tr~~sference number of cations or anions in charged 

membrane is defined as the ratio of the electricity transported qy 

cation or anion species to the total electric .. current when the external 

electic field is applied across the membrane with no differences in 
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coneen tration 4rAd :... hydrostatic pressure in two sides of the membrane. 

L~ the system in problem, Eq~(2-9) is represented by Eq.(7-l) , 

- af- ('-f- (d:f/dx) 

ct- {'- (dJ!'~{Jc) 

"lhile the equation of U , Eq. (6-5) can be simplified to give m 

U = -kF ¥X(dj7/dx), 
ill 

(7-1) 

(7-2) 

v ,., ,/,/ Here the conclusion that ~ -~ 

drown L.'1 Cnapter 6 h.llS been used. Starting from these equations, the trans-

+ ference number of cation in the membra..l1e, t 7 is calculated to gille 

and that of fu"lion, t- is given be 

As shown in chapter 6, Ll1 the electroosmosis experiments the 

~ 
obe~Ted rate of the volume flow J mainly stems from the movement 

A v 

of~e local center of mass, and is proportional to the current density, 

I. The slope of J vS o I plot is given by 
v 

Combination of Eqs.(7-3) and (7-5), or (7-4) and (7-5) leads to 

(7-5) 

(7-6) 
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&l- f_ - c: ;r(.Tv/x.) or 1:. -

The term of kF(tX)2 in the denominator of Eq.(7-6) can be neglected 

compared with the preceeding two terms in the present membrane-elect-

rolyte system. Then, Eq. (7-6) is simplified to give 

i+ - c+ 7- e; ft (:r",/:x ) 

or (7-7) 
i- = 7:- c! F(Tv/:r: ) 

+ Here, 7: and Z" are the mass fixed transference numbers of cations 

e.nd anions i..'1 the membra1'J.e, and are given by C 4. 7'!;"- 6 ) 

(7-8) 

Since we have determined the values of u+C+ and u_C_ in the membranes 

+ 
in various concentrations of KCI, the values of l: and L. are 

evaluated at an arbitrary KCl concentration. Besides, t and z:-

ca'1 also be evaluated by the membrrule potential as shown in Chapter 5. 

Eq.(7-7) implied that the measurements of t+ and JylI allow to determine 

* * the values of C. .,. andC separately. 

Experimental 

l-laterials The membranes studied here are one of three membranes 

used in Chapter 3 and an oxidized collodion membrane (H-2) used in 

Chapter 5. KCl· is used as the solute for all experiments reported 

here. 

IvIeasurements of transference number The cell used for measurements 
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of the transference number is schematically sho~m in Fig.7-1. Each 

half cell had 15 ml in volume, and a large Ag-AgCl plate electrode 

was installed in it. The solution in the cell • .Jas stirred vigorously 

uith a pair of plastic fans to prevent the concentration polarization4). 

All experiments 't-rere perfomed in aD. air oven regulated at 250 C. 

As illustrated in Fig. 7-2, the observed transference number of cation 

+ 
tobs at a given current strength uas independent of the speed of stirring 

uhen the speed was faster than 180 r.p.m. Hence all experiments were 

performed at 360 r.p.m. in stirring speed. Prior to measurements, 

KCl solution of a given concentration was filled i.D. the cell and 

allm.,red to stand overnight to equiJibrate the membrane-electrolyte 

system. After the solution was drained away through the stop 

cock, the cell and electrodes 1-Jere 'washed by ion exchanged water 

and wiped with filter papers. Ex~ctly measured volume of KCl solution 

of a given con~ntration was L~troduced into each compartment of the 
/\ 

cell with a burette. Slight unbalance of the solution levels in two 

compartments, that is a small difference in hydrostatic pressure gave 

no detectable influence on the measured transference number. The 

electric current was delivered in the cell from batteries (60 V) through 

the pair of Ag-AgCl electrodes. The current strength was kept constant 

manually with a variable resistor, and measured with a calibrated 

milliammeter. The period of passage of electric current was measured 

uith a stop-uatch to determine the total electricity Q delivered for a 

given period of time \Jith a constant current strength,I, the solution in 



Fig. 7-1. Diagram of the cell used for the measurements of the 

transference number. A, Ag-AgCI electrode; B, Plastic fan; 

C, Hembrane; D, Silicon rubber gasket. 



I .o.------.------~------~----~ 

0.6 

0.5~ ____ ~ ____ _i ______ L_ ____ ~ 

o 100 200 300 400 

speed of stirring (r.p.m) 

Fig. 7-2. Effect of the rate of stirring on the transference 

number. 
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each half cell was drained into an E,~/t2ntJJe"el- flask. 
/' 

The electrode 

&'1d the cell were wa:,;hed carefully with ion exchanged water so that 

no ions remaL~ed,in the cell. The total amounts of ,Cl- ions in each 

h21f cell was evaluated by titration with a standard AgN0
3 

solution. 

Since the init~~l concentration &'1d the volu~e of KCl solution in 

each compartment were known, the total amounts of elecrolyte transported 

tr)~re ~ to 
by the passage of electricity, ~n, be 4fermined. The measured 

6n in the two compartments agreed each other within 2 %. The change 

in concentrations before illld after the passage of electicity in each 

half cell was less than 15 %. The transference n~~ber of potassium 

+ 
ion t b is calculated Qy the equation, o s 

(7-9) 

A "t d . b . " t" t 5-7) t bl 1ak hmi l'ah S POlD e ou~ y preVlOUS lDves 19a ors . ,no a y s narayana , 

the following t\JO points should be taken into accounts to obtain the 

" + mea'1ingful transference nUilber of catlons t in a charged membrane; 

a) the concentration polarization at the membrane-solution interfaces~ 

and b) the back diffusion due to concentration difference in the two 

compartments caused by the passage of electricity. As shown in the 7WlXt 

cf1tlp"Cer- , when these effects are properly considered, the observed 

.... ..e 
tr&'1sference number of cation t~bS can be repre~nted by the following 

equation, 
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Pee) = (R-T juv)A [I + Ide)], HCc) (7-10) 

Here, t+ is the transference number defined by Eq.(7-3) , and L, A, and 

V are the effective thickness and areas of the membrane, and the volume 

of solution L~ the two compartments, respectively. In Eq.(7-10) , gee) 

h(e) and H(e) are functions of the initial salt concentration e and 

of parameters character-,·s·Uc to the pair of membrane and electrolyte, 

and S is the period of time for the passage of electricity. The 

term (FRT/L)g(e)H(e) represents the effect of concentration polariza-

tion at the membrane-electrolyte solution interfaces. This term becomes 

negligibly small compared \,Ti th t + when two sides of the membrane are 

stirred vigorously. Eq.(7-10) indicates that the plot t+b against o s 

S must give a staright line irrespective of the current strength I, and 

the ordinate intercept gives the desired value of the transference 

+ number t provided that the solutions are agitated vigorously. 

Results and Discussion 

Transference number. + 
,By way of example, Fig.7-3 shows t b against o s 

S relations in accordance with .Eq.(7-10). Lakshiminarayanaiah and 

SUbrahmanyan6) discussed the effect of back diffusion, and proposed 

two methods for eliminating this effect for obtaining the desired 

+ transference number t • The first method is that a high density of 
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electric current is passed through the membrane to bring the change 

in concentration amenable for accurate measurements within a very 

short period of time. The second method is that the initial concen-

trations in the hlO compartments are so chosen that on completing the 

experiment, the concentrations in the two compartments are reversed. 

Thus the mean value of concentration difference between two bulk 

solutions with respect to time would be close to zero, and the effect 

of the back diffusion through the membrane might vanish on the average. 

The procedure of extrapolation to S ::0 corresponds to the first 

method described above. + The value of t thus determined is confirmed 

experimentally by comparing with that obtained by the second method. 

The transference number obtained by the second method was independent 

of the current strength, and agreed well with the extrapolated value 

+ 
of tobs to S = 0 as illustrated in Fig.7-J. Therefore, we may use 

either method for obtaining the transference number at a given salt 

concentration C. In Fig.7-4 is shown t+ for membrfu~e PS-l in KCl 

solution as a fu.l1ction of log'. C (0 marks). 

+ Mass fixed transference number ~ orL- The temperature at which 

u+C+ and u C had been determined was JOQC as described in chapter 3. 

It is considered, however, that the mass fixed transference number of 

cation in the membrane defined by Eq.(7-8) is almost ~dependent of 
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Fig. 7-3. Plots of t:bs against S in various KCl concentrations. 

o , first method, i.e. based on Eq.(7-10); (), second method, i.e. 

adjusting the initial concentration in two compartments so as to cancel 

the back-diffusion effects. 
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Fig. 7-5. Plots of t + and T+ against log C for membrane M-2 in KCl 
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o 0 temperature at least beh18en 25 C and 30 C, because that the trans-

ference number in a free aqueous solution scarecely depends on the 

temperature8), that the Donnan uptake~ small ions in the membrane 

equilibrated with a given concentration of an electrolyte solution 

has been found to be independent of temperature within experimental 

error, &~d that the dependence of electric~ resistance of membrane 

on temperature is approximately equal to that in a free solution. 

Therefore, i-/e may use the values of u.C. (i = +, -) which were 
J. J. 

determined at 300 C and described in Chapter 3 (see table 3-2). The 

values of ~+ are shown by a solid line in Fig. 7-4 and compared with 

+ . the values of t determJ.ned above. It is noted that the difference 

+ + between 7:: and t becomes appreciable i-Ihen the concentration of the 

external salt C exceeds the stoichiometric charge density X fixed 

in the membrane9 ,IO). + + This diffrence between t and 'C is the 

contribution of the mass movement in the membrane represented by the 

second term in the right hand side of Eq.(7-7). The comparisons 

between 7:' :pp and t + \-Jere made for an oxidized collodion membrane· 

(M-2) in KCI solution, and the results were shown in Fig.7-5. 

* * Evaluation of C+ and C_ 
+ + Taking the difference between t and z: , 

and introducing the experimental data of the electroosmosis (Jy!I)4P=O 

* * at a given KCI concentrationC, the value of C_ or C+ is determined. 

The relevant data for the electroosmosis ,.;ere given in Fig.6-3. 

The value of C* thus obtained were compared with the analytical 
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value of C in the membrane at a given concentration C of the external 

KCl solution t.Jhich i,.lCre presented in Table 3-4 of Chapter 3. The 

ratio of C:;C_ was found to be 1.05 ± 0.05 when the external salt 

concen tra tion C is higher than the stoichiometric ch...arge density of' 

the membra..'1e, X. As noted in Eo.(6-4), the diff~ence between C+* 
- 1\ 

a.'1d col:- Has represented by t-X from the analysis of the electroosmosis 

ffi1d the streaming potential data in various KGl concentration, where 

1f- \-las fou..'1d to be 0.04"" 0.05. * Assunling GJG_ is equal to unity, 

+ 
indtroducin.g the values f'or 7: , fX, together l.,ri th the experimental 

data for (J/1) <lP=O into Eq. (7-7), t + at an arbitrary concentration 

of KCl solution can be evaluated. The results are plotted against 

log G for membrane PS-l in Fig. 7-4 ( @ marks), and compared vIi th the 

corresponding experimental data of t+ (omarks). The calculated 

values agree quite satisfactorily with the experimental data in wide 

range of KCl concentration studied. Then, the amOlL"'1 ts of co-and 

COlli'1ter-ions in the membra.De carried by the mass movement may be 

represented as follows in the whole range of salt concentration stuc:eJ 

~~ 

G = G 
(7-11) 

Since the condition of the electroneutrality is represented by 

* * G+ = C_ + X, the ratio C+ /C+ and C_ /C_ (denoted by!: and ~ ) are 

expressed as ~ ::: (C _ + 'IX ) /(C- + X) o..,c e = I (7- 12) 
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where 1f ==. 0.04 /V 0.05. 

These expressions are similar to those found in Chapter 3 for activity 

coefficients and mobilities of small ions in the membrane( see. Eq$.' 

3..,./6 and 3-[£1). 

EqS.(7-12), (3-16) and (3-lf) imply that all coions :in the membrane 

are active both thermodynamically and hydrodynamically, while the 

counterions behave quite non-ideally in the membrane phase, i.e. only 

a part of the counterions dissociated from the polyelectrolyte skeletons 

are active for mobility and activity, and a much smaller part of the 

counterions are effective for the hydrodynamical properties or the 

M iv/lows;. 
Qualitatively, these facts may be interpreted when the 

1\ 
membrane. 

spatial distributions of small ions and of the local ceme~ of mass 

movement in the membrane are considered. The coions are restricted by 

repulsion to the region where no electric effect of the fixed charges 

on the membrfu~e skeletons is reached. The velocity of the local 

center of mass movement must be small :in the vicinity of the membrane 

skeletons due to the hydrodynamical :interaction between the fixed 

me/l1bra.ne 1na.;;r!X and the surrounding fluid. Then the 

averaged mass flow in the membrane U is mainly attributed to the mass 
m 

movement in the region which is far apart from the polymer skeletons 

in the membrane. A larger part of the coins may be localized in the 

same region in the membrane. These regions comprise the predominant 
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parts of the membra..'1e phase when the water contents of the membrane is 

very large (about vt. 80 %) as encoD...l1tered here. Thus the amoun ts 

of coions carried by the mass floH is not materially different from 

that of the average concentration of colons L'1 the membrnne. On the 

contrar--.f, a larger proportion of the cODlTerions dissociated from the 

polyelectrolyte skeletons of the membrane is im.t!1obilized in the vicinity 

of the fixed charges of the polymer cha:Ll1, where the velocity of the 

local center of mass flow is also small. This part of the mass move-

ment does scarcely contribute to the averaged rate of mass flow L'1 

membrrule 

* 

u • 
ill 

Therefore, the concentrations of cou..l1terions 

C carried by the mass flow U is much smaller tha..l1 the stoichiometric 
m 

density of the cOlL.l1terions dissociated from the membrane skeletons. 

Final justification of Eq.(7-12) or the reaSon of marked depression of 

the hydrodynamically effective charge density rtx of the membra..l1e is 

left for future theoretical "Jork. 
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Chapter 8. Concentration Polarization 

a t the membra..'1e surface 

It is '(.Tell known that various traIlsport phenomena. across a 

charged me2brane are affected veYlJ much .by the rate of stirring of 

t;' ' " l' " 1,2) - ne eXT,erna.L so UT.10ns. This stems from the lL'1stirred liquid 

film remainig at the membrane-solution interface. This layer is 

referred to as the stagnant layer and is caused by the hydrodynamic 

in teraction bet,Jeen the liquid a..'1d the solid membrane surface. 

Considering the cause of the layer, the layer remains even if the 

solution is stirred Vigorously)) • Then, the presence of the layer 

must be taken into consideration for a qU2.Dtitative analys",s of mem-

brane phenomena. The effect of the layer to the membrane phenomena 

obseYlTed '(.Then the current is passed through the membrane is often 

called as concentration polarization. This chapter aims to dis-

cuss the concentration polarization and shol-1s that the effect of 

the presence of the Jayer C3...'1 be diminished to be negligibly small 

compared to the observed value of membrane phenomena l-1hen the 

solution are stirred vigorously as employed in the previous chapters. 

Then, to check the validity of the theoretical implications, the 

experiments are performed uner the condition both of vigorous 

stirrL'1g 3...'1d of no stirring. 
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Theory 

Let us consider a system in which two electrolyte solutions 

are separated by a membrane bounded between x = 0 and x = L. 

A steady electric current normal to the membrane surface is passing 

the membrane through a pair of 'electodes reversible to the anion 

used. The solution in the cathode compartment occupies the region 

x)L, and the solution in the anode compartment lies in the region 

x<O. Before the current is delivered'in the system, the con-

centration in the two bulk solutions are assumed to be the same, 

and which is denoted by C. 

The concentration of the electrolyte component in the cathode 

compartment increases with the passage of electricity due to the 

ion transport and the electrode reaction. The change in salt 

concentration AC is expressed as follows; 

where A, V, and S are the effective area of the membrane, the volume 

of the solution in the cathod compartment, and the p\iod of time for 
-4\ 

the passage of the electric current,respectively. Strictly, the 

above representation for de is not accurate because the volume in 
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each compartment changes due to the electroosmosis 1-1hich takes place 

with the passage of electricity. This volume cha..YJ.ge due to the 

electroosmotic flow, however, can be neglected in comparison with 

the initial volume of the solution in actual experimental set up. 

The thiclmess of the stagnant layer is assumed to be the same 

in two sides of the membrane and is denoted by,o. The concent-

ration profile in the system is illustrated schematically in 

F'ig .8-1 where the ordinate represents the concentration of the 

electrolyte. component, and the abscissa represents the distance 

x in the direction of the current. The concentra,tion at x = 0 

~ " is denoted by C , and that at x = L by C • 

II 

• The deviation of C 

or C from the initial concentration C is attributed to the con-

centration polarization at the membrane surface, i.e. to the elec-

trolyte accumulation or depression in the bulk solution. The 

concentration polarization is a function of the density of elec-

I If 

tric current 1. Then, C and C can be expanded in powers of I, 

and given by 

(8-1) 
e'l == (' h:lC - f{C') I + O(I~) 
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Here f(C) is a function only of C. To proceed further, the followL~g 

ass~~ptions must be t~~en into considerations; (1) Fluxes of all 

species are steady in the range -& < x (L + 0, although the con-

centration of the electrolyte component in the bulk solution ch~~ges 

with time. (2) The period of time necessary to attain the equilibrium 

at the membrane surface is short enough compared with the speed of 

concentration variation in bulk solutions. In otherwords, the 

condition of the Donnan equilbrium at the membraresurface is applicable. 

(3) The partial molar vol~~e of species i, v. is assumed to be 
~ 

const~~t in all phaaes considered. Due to these assumtions, the 

+ v J o 0 
and the electric current 

density, I, must stay const&'1t in the range -0 <x(L+O. Intro-

Eq.(2-9) into the above equation for J and rearr~'1ging, v 

",8 obtaL~ 

+ [I - v': (,/+ r+ - v:..4-&U'_ (Lh< ) ] VIM.; 

Uf'('.,. + u_ r_ 

.I 

Ii 

(8-2) 

equation is negligibly small compared with ~'1ity in the present 

membrane-electrolyte system (see chapter 6), Eq.(8-2) is simplified 

to give 
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J:vIaking use of equations for mobilities and activities of small ions 

in the membr~De given by Eqs.(3-16) and (3-18) together with three 

presumptions described above, Eq.(8-3) ca~ be integrated to give 

R.T 11- jI at CI- [~(e") - 2(e') - (2r:1.-j);6X 
JilL - - Ii (14 t ~ ) 1/: f ~ 

2(C'} +(2.1< --I)¢?( ] :t l"v:u.,. -tClLr-
of- LV"" k + - dx (8-4) 

6(C') -I- (U-I) P,;( Ji u t(1('t- "(-fA../'_ 

( (01" o<.x<L) 

and 

Kr :;t df) .2.&4«-0 ce/- c "f4C) _-(l{"tv... u/+tl.o jv~ - F -

.l: 
& Ut-+ (L4ol - V-(I-~)] Ffd + (8-5) 

( t .. ,...... - t<x <D en- LGIC<L"'S) 

2 2 2 1/2 where Z(C) stands or (~X + 4C) • In the derivation of Eq. 

(8-5), the thermodynamically effective charge density of the mem-

brane, fX, was assumed to be constant irrespective of the salt 

concentration C. This assumption is not ~~re~onable when the 
'\ 

I ff I 
concentrations in the two compartments, C and C are close each 

other as encountered here. Due to the three presumptions described 

above, J must be continuous at the interfaces between the mem
v 

brane and stagnant lAyers at x = 0 or x = L. Therefore, substitut-

ing Eq.(8-1) into Eqs.(8-4) and (8-5), expanding in powers of I, and 
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eliminating J from the resulting equations, we obtain the following 
v 

relation for f(C) defined L~ Eq.(?-l) 

with 

g{c) 

and 

if(C) - Ide) AC/X 

~ (u/ f- be) v 

itT tJ./ cec 

where vis the relative thickness of the stagnant layer defined by 

Y= 0/2L. The above relations hold to be valid so far as the higher 

order terms of I in Eq.(t-l) are neglected. 

The equation for U is given by 
m 

where dp/dx represents the gradient of pressure caused by the osmotic 

pressure difference at the membrane surfaces. This osmotic pressure 

difference at the membrane surface is approximately expressed as 

follows; 

2e" J 
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Integrating Eq. (?-7) with respect to x, i..'1troducing Eq. Cr.-8) for the 

pressure difference at the membrane interfaces, and eliminating the 

potential by using the expression for the electric current I in the 

membra.'1e, and rearranging the resulting equation, we obtain 

1-C [L!C - fcC) I ] 
-f- 2 (u -/ ) -:----:::--______ _ 

2cc)l "lCc) '"!- (2::1.-1);6)( +1 J [ 
.j>C J .;- kRT s( - -- (dC- fUJI) 

2(cJ 

, )2 / (0 0) uhere 'f stands for 2KF( 1fX . u+ + u_ • 

Elimina tion of d.9' / dx from this equation by using the expression for 

I = F(J+ - JJ, substitution of Eq.(J'-,;7) for Urn' and rearrangrnent 

leadS to 

J+ - i'¥fi -(nj"J!}Cc)H(dI - (R0V)A[;+h(c)JH(c)J~d5. 
" 
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Here H(C) is given by 

Pc f (.2;( -I) I'X J'C 
-- -H(c) - F 

cr.: iA_c 

/,(/ -+ ~Lo 2(c) F l(C) [2{c) f-(2d.,-t)P;< J 

( 1'- //) 

The solution to the above integral equation (/'-.10 ) is 

J+ - [(It'll!) - (tT/L,)/!{c)H(c)I ]&yCD(c)S] 

(tP-/2) 

where D(C) is given by 

DCc) = (RTI1IL,vJ[t -+ lac)] f-![c) (;]-IJ) 

Thus the observed transference number t+ is represented by the obs 

equation 

= [t +- - (J1RT Ii:,) J{C) fice ) ] [I - :!i D(c) S + 0(.5"':) J 
(J>-J~j 

T'nis is identical to Eq. (0-10) in the previous chapter. 

Vigorous stirring of the external solutions decr;fes the 

thickness of the stagnant layer J , which in t~~ the decrease of g(C) 
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term. As seen in the above derivation, g(C) represents the effect of 

concentration polarization. The correction for the concentration 

polarization, ( FRT / L )g(C)H(C) is approximately 0.003 when V is 

put eq~t.al to 0.01
3 ) under the condition that IX < C. 

In order to check the applicability of Eq.(8-6) , the effect of 

concentration polarization on another membrane phenomena will be considered. 

The electroosmosis is chosen as an example. According to the above 

equations, the rate of electroosmosis is given by 

Y-.k s' :u:. I .!' 
.. Tv = ~2 I - ---;: leT L I - 2{c) J :FCc) (J>-(S) 

whre 4J12 is defined by Eq.(6-8} and the term concerned with the back 

diffusion is omitted. 

Experimental 

The membrane used in this study was a collodion based polystyrene 

sulfonic acid membrane designated as PS-l. The phYSicochemical 

characteristics of the membrfu~e have been determined in our previous 

studies, and the relevant characteristics are tabulated in Table$.'-/ 

The cell used and procedures for the measurement of electroosmosis were 

the same as those employed in the previous ciw-pter w The geometric&l 

2 area of the membrane was 1.70 em , and the cross sectional area of the 

2 capillary for the measurements of the volume flow was 0.0096 cm • 

The bulk solutions were stirred by a pair of magnetic stirrers at a 



Table 8-1 Some characteristtcs of membrane used 

x 0.224 equiv. /1 
¢x 0.089 equiv. /1 

water content 78 wt % 
L 0.053 cm 

k 1.16 x 10-11 cm4 dyne -1 -1 sec 
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speed of about 400 r.~rn.un1ess otherwise noted. KGl used as the solute 

1.'3.S purified by repeated crystallization of the fu'1alytical grade of the 

salt. Tne water was obtained by passLDg distilled water through both 

cation and anion exchangers. 

Results fu'1d Discussion 

Figs 8-2 and 8-3 show the effects of stirring on the rate of the 

electroosmotic flow in various KGl concentrations. Fig.8-2 illust-

( -2 . -1) rates the linear relations between J cc cm mm and current 
v 

density I (rnA cm-2) hold in the case where the KGl concentration is 

high in comparison ,-lith the effective fixed charge density of the 

membrfu'1e tX. This linear relations hold for both cases with and 

without stirring of the external solutions. It is noticed that 

the effect of stirring on J diminishes with increase of the external v 

salt concentration G, i.e. no effect of the stirring is observed 

in 1/4 N KG1, while J with no stirring is much larger than that v 

with vigorous stirring in 1/128 11 KGl solution. As seen in 

Eq. Cr-12), when the concentration in the external solution G is 

sufficien tly high in comparison with r X, the value of f / - .1c/2(c J.r 

diminishes. Hence, the effect of the stagnant layer on Jv is 

neglected even if the unstirred film is remained at the membrane 

surface. vli th de crease of the external salt concen tra tion, the 
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The relation between J and I in various KG1 concentration v 

\.ri th and "\.Ji thou t stirring. Results "\.rith vigorous stirring, 0, 

1/128 N; ¢' 1/16 N; -0-, 1/4 N. 

1/128:fIT; .' 1/16 N; ... , 1/4 N. 

Re sul ts with no stirring, G , 
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last term in Eq. (J'-/2), becomes appreciable. Tracing back the derivation 

of Eq. (J'-12), it is noticed that the last term is stemming from the 

osmotic pressure flow in the membrane, i.e. the term of dpldx in 

Eq. (J-7). As illustrated in Fig.8-l, the direction of the osmotic 

pressure flow is the same as that of the electroosmotic flow. 

Therefore, J increases with insufficient stirring of the external v 

solutions. Introducing the relevant characteristics of the membrane 

used into E~ (?-t) a...'1d (I-IS) the equivalent thickness of the stagnant 

layer 6 is evaluated to be lOOnll (.I" = 0.094) in the case of no 

stirring of the external solution. 

In contrast with the case illustrated above, Fig.8-3 shows two 

exa..'llples in I-lhich J is not proportional to I when the bulk solutions v 

are not agitated. The system is the same as that in Fig.8-2.except 

the concentration of KGl in the external solution is dilute. Even in 

this case, J increases linearly with I when the bulk solutions are v 

stirred vigorously. Note that the non-linear relation decreases with 

increase of the current density, a..'1.d that J II with no agitation is v 

always larger than that ,.,i th vigorous stirrmg. Introducing the 

relevant characteristics of the membrane given m TableS>-J ;)1-1:0 Et~. (1'- 6) 

and (!-(S"), we obtain the difference of values of J /1 for two cases 
v 

with and without stirring, which is evaluated t'7 give 0.037 v (cm3min-l rnA-l ) 

under the salt conditions shown in Fig.8-3. The observed value of this 
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The osbserved electroosmosis coefficient, JyiI, as 

functions of current strength, I, in 1/1024 and 1/512 N of KCl 

solutions. 

Results with vigorous stirring, 0, 1/512 N; « , 1/1024,N. 

Results with no stirring,;' ,1/512 N; .,,1/1024 N. 

The dashed lines represent the value calculated from Eq.(8-15) 

assuming J.,> = 0.094, which 1sobtained from the data of Fig. 8-2. 
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difference is approxim~tely 0.003 (cm3min-l mA-l ) for the same external 

condition at a small value of current density. The value of V is then 

calcu(ded to give 0.09. This value of i? agrees well with that 

obtaL~ed for the case of relatively concentrated solution (1/128 and 

1/16 M KG1) given in Fig.8-2. This implies that the value of V depends 

only on the stirring condition, and is independent of the concentration 

in the external solution. By use of the value II] Y thus obtained, the 

secottd term in Eq.(J"-r), i.e. f(G)I can be evaluated to give 

2.3 x 10-4 M even in dilute solution of 1/1024 M. Therefore, the 

linear expansion of Eq.(?~/) may be valid in the whole range of salt 

concentration encountered in the present study. As pointed out above, 

the non-linear relaion between J and I is attributed to the dependence, v 

of the thickness of the stagnant layer on the applied current density. 

When the current density is increased, the flux of species i in the 

stagnant layer must be increased correspondingly for retaining the 

steady flow of movable component in the system in problem. The steady 

state is attained by either an increase of Gn (or decrease of GI) at 

x = 0 (or x = L) in Fig.8-1, or a spontaneous decrease in the thickness 

of the stagnant layer o. As seen in Eq.(o-6) the former does not 

lead to any non-linear rela.tion between Jv and I. Therefore, the 
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non-linear character observed in JV and I relation must be attributed 

to the thinnL~g effect of o. Since the thickness of the stagnant layer 

increases with decrease of the current density, the non-linear 

relation of J and I must behrge in the low current density limit 
v 

as seen experimentally in Fig. 8-3. Under the condition with vj,gorous 

agitation of the bulk solution, no such thinning effect of 0 occurs 

at the membrane surface. Hence, the observed linear relation between 

J and I holds in the whole range of I studied. 
v 
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Chapter 9. l>1embrane Potential of Oil lvIembrane 

Hembranes are commonly classified into two basic groups, 1I1iquidll 

or f10illl membranes and "porous!! membranes. The previous chapters 

deal In th the electrochemical phenomena of porous membranes. In 

this chapter, the membrane potential of the oil membrane is considered, 

where highly ionic-selective character is observed. This type of 

membrane is investigated recently as a new device of electroanalytical 

~sorl-8), which is called as ion-selective electrode. 
1\ 

Oil mem-

branes are construJed by dissolving ion-exchangers into organic solvents 
1\ 

(preferably of minimal ,·ra ter solubility). Ion-exchangers are the 

substances that consist of an iongenic group which is attached tc ,an 

orga~ic molecule and are sparingly soluble in aqueous electrolyte 

solutions. 

Theoretical 

In the following discussion, ion-exchangers are positively charged 

and co-ions are assumed to be excluded completely. This assumption 

is not unreasonable since the membrane potential changes 59 mV by 

lO-fold change of the concentration in the aqueous phase. Letts 

consider the system where the liquid membrane are occupied bet\.J"een 

o {x< L, and the membrane separates two electrolyte solutions. 

The solution located at x(O is referred to as solution I and concent-

ration of i-anion in solution I is denoted by C. I • 
~ 

Similarly, the 
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concentration of i-anion in the solution at x (L II is denoted by C. • 
1 

All anions are confined to be uni-valent. In the membrane phase, 

there exist follo\-Ting ionic species; + s, 1, 2, ---- i, ----k anions, 

+ where s stends for the positively charged ion-exchanger. Since 

+ + 
s is confined completely within the membrane phase, the flux of s 

'the 
must be zero atAsteady state. The Nernst-Planck flow equation is 

wri tten as follows; 

A /J a 
- j-')T .. C dj;11. ~ L t.<.. ,. , "' ~x. (9-1) 

Here, the movement of mass is ignored. Introducing the electro-

chemical activities, 

(9-2) 

Eq. (9-1) is recast to 

(9-3) 

At the interfaces at x = 0, the electrochemical potential of i-

ion is considered to be contL~uouS, i.e. Eq.(5-17) holds. When the 

difference between activities and concentrations is neglected, Eq~. 

(5-17) and (9-2) are transformed to give 

w:r: 
= b-r,' c::r -e - /!T 
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Here 
D " 

I ./-,;("'J -.,A.' J 
.!b;Xf - J?T (9-5) 

and r= stands for the electric potential in solution I. Similarly, 

Eq.(9-6) is derived at x = L. 

Integration of Eq.(9-3) Q~der the condition that the system is 

steady state, i.e. J. is constant, leads to 
~ 

where Eqs.(9-4) &~d (9-6) have been introduced as the bounda~J 

condi tions. 

as I = -FLJ. 
, ~ 

0(, 

and introducion of Eq.(9-7) 
iiI/x 

into the above equation yields 

"T -e -W Fi4:f 
1\ 'Y'" JI: - - .J: 1 - ----- L.., b.; ll.~ ( e. -e RT - c:. ) 

where 

(9-6) 

(9-7) 

(9-8) 

Since the membrane potential is measured under t~e condition that 

I = O,Eq. (9-8) leads to 

Af (9-9) 
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This is the basic equation to proceed with the discussion in the 

present chapter. 

Let's consider the system where solution II contains two ionic 

species denoted by I-ion and j-ion, and solution I contaL~s only 

l-ion, whose concentration is kept constaDt throughout the experiments. 

Then, Eq.(9-9) is simplified to give 

(9-10) 

where 

aDd is referred to as the selectivity coefficient. Hhen the mem-

brane potential observed i-lith C. = 0 is denoted by AP', the above 
J 

equation is transformed to 

(9-11) 

If the right hand side of Eq.(9-11) is plotted against C., the slope 
J 

should give the value of the selectivity coefficient K .• 
J 

For the sake of illustration, the analysis of membrane potential 

1-lill be described when saccharin anion is choser\as l-ion in this 

chapter. + Fe(II)-bathophenantrolin chelate is s - ion, which is 

dissolved into nitrobenzene to construct the liquid"membrane. 
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Experimental 

preparation o:f the Liquid Membrane 

The ion association which exists bett-Jeen iron(II)-bathophenantrolin 

chelate and saccharin ion was prepared as :follows; Bathophenantrolin 

(6 x 10-5 mole) was dissolved in 100 ml nitrobenzene, into which 50 

ml :ferrous ammonium sul:fate aqueous solution (8 x 10-4 M) was added 

and shaken. A:fter a time, 200 ml aquous sodium saccharin (l x 10-2 

H) which was a large excess compared with the amount o:f iron chelate, 

was mixed &~d shaken vigorously :for 10 min. The nitrobenzene solution 

o:f the ion-association separated :from the aqueous phases was used as 

the liquid membrane. The stock solution thus prepared was diluted 

to a disired concentration with nitrobenzene, when necessary. 

l-feasurements o:f the Nembrane Potential 

The em across the liquid membrarle ,·TaS measured using :following 

cell; 

Hg, Hg2Clzi salt bridge/ Solution I (re:ference solution)/ 

Liquid membrane/ Solution II/ salt bridge/ Hg2C12 , Hg. 

The solution I and II were separated by the liquid membrane located 

in the bottom o:f a U-shaped glass tube. As the re:ference solution, 

an aqueous solution of· 10-2 M sodium saccharin was used. The em:f 

in the above cell was measured with a vibrating reed electrometer 
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(Takeda Riken Co., Tok70, Japan, rype TR-84 B) and recorded with a 

pen-wri ting recorder (National Electric Co., Yokohama, Japan. t rype 

vp-652 A) to confirm that the observed potential was steady. The 

experiments were performed in an air oven regulated at 200 C. 

Results and Discussion 

Membrane potentials were measured in the concentration range 

of sodium saccharin between 10-1 and 10-5 M with 3 liquid membranes 

containing different concentrations of ion-association between 

Fe(II)-bathophenantrolin chelate ion and saccharL~. The concentrations 

of ion-association in liquid membrane examined were 5 x 10-5,2 x 10-4 

and 10-3 }I. A linear relation was obtained when the observed po-

tential was plotted against the log~ithm of the saccharin concentration 
i'\ 

ranging between 10-1 and 10-4 M, with a slope of 57 mV per ten-hold 

change of concentration( see Fig. 9-2). In this range, the potential 

observed was independent of the concentration of the ion-association 

in the membrane phase. 

consists wi th Eq. (9-10) .. 

This behavior of membrane potentials 

When the con<'en tra tion of saccharin of the 
1\ 

sample solution is as low as 10-5 M, the observed potential deviates 

slightly from the linear relation. The deviation increases with an 

increase in the concentraion of the ion-association in organic phase. 

This implies that the concentration of ion-association in membrane 

phase is more dilute, the electrode is able to respond to more dilute 
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Table 9-1. 

Saccharose 

Glucose 

Sodium Cyclamate 

Sorbitol 

Benzoic Acid 

Salicylic Acid 

Selectivity Coefficients, K .• 
J 

,. 
10-4 Lactose 

10-4 Fructose 

2 x 10-2 Citric Acid 

10-4 Sodium Chloride 

5 x 10-3 Sodium Phosphate 

6 x 10-1 

10-4 

10-4 

9 x 10-4 

4 x 10-4 

10-4 



solution of saccharin. The membrane potenti~ observed, however, is 

not stable when the concentration of ion-association is too dilute. 

Then, 2 x 10-4 M is employed for the concentration of ion-association 

in the liquid membra~e in the subsequent experiments. The electrode 

potential was not affected appreciably by variation of the pH between 

3 and 10. 

According to Eq.(9-11) , the data of membrane potential was 

analysed which were obtained when solution II contains saccharin 

fu'1ion (Cl ) and other interfering ions (C
j
). Some examples of the 

analysis are exhibited in Fig. 9-3 , where sodium cyclamate and 

salicylic acid are chosen as the interfering ion species. The reason 

• .,Thy the linear rel~tion cannot be obtained in the case of sodium 

cyclamate is not clear to us. Table 9-1 shows the values of K. for 
J 

several interfering anion, which are obtained from the slope of linear 

reltion in accordance with Eq.{9-11). 

In this chapter, we have dealt the membrane potential of oil mem-

brane only for the special case where co-ions are completely excluded, 

and it is found that the membrane potential is described adequately 

"" . by the Nertt-Planck equatlon and by introducin~ the difference of 

the standard chemical potential between the aqueous and membrane phases. 
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Chapter 10. Nembrane Potential of Compact Nembranes 

~Jhen hIo 1:1 type electrolyte solutions having the activities 

al and a2 are separated by ~ charged membrane at a constant temperature 

and hydrostatic pressure, the membrane potential, 4r is represented 

by Eq.(3-7) , i.e. 

4:1 _ ~j _'4_c_+_-_u ___ ,,-_ 

«.,. t'+ -+- ll... ('
till 

(10-1) 

Eq.(lO-l) is valid even when the distribution of charges fixed in 

the membrane is not uniform in the direction of membrane thicknessl ). 

Therefore, this equation implies that the membrane potential should 

be zero when the membrane is placed between two identical solutions, 

i.e. al = a2 , irrespective of the sp~cial distribution of the fixed 

charges. Besides Eq.(IO-I), several basic equations of membrane 

potential are derived, which are applicable to general membrane 

systems on the bases of the thermodynamics of irreversible process or 

2-4) of pseudo-thermodynamics • All of them predict that the membrane 

potential must be zero under the condition described above, i.e. 

al ..;. a2 • 

Liquori and Botre5) , however, observed that a membrane potential 

vas produced between t\.Jo identical electrolyte solutions across an 

asymmetric membrane having a non-uniform distribution of fixed charges 

in the direction of membr&~e thickness. This potential is called the 
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aSYRmetric membrane potential. Fig.10-l illustrates the theoretical 

model proposed by Liquori et al., where 3i and So are two ion selective 

membranes having different charge densities. These two membra~es are 

in contact with two electrolyte solutions i and 0 and an i.~termediate 

solution, m, containing the same electrolyte species. Accprding to . 

their &~alysis, the difference in the electric potential, ~f ,between 

two solutions i and 0 is calculated to give 

&~d a and a are the me&~ activities of electrolyte component in the m 

external solutions (i and 0) and in the intermediate solution (m), 

respectively. 

In this chapter, aSj~~etric potential data obtained with collodion 

membrane are presented. The asymmetric membr&~e is prepared by oxidizig 
1\ 

the only one surface of the membrane. The condition is clarified fpr 

the appeara~ce of the asymmetric potential. It is shown that 

Eq.(lO-2) is inadequate to reproduce the concentration dependence of 

the observed asymmetric potential. A theoretical explanation for the 

as~~etric membrane potential is presented here on the basis of the 

surface potential, which accord with Ohki's theory explored for lipid 

bilayer membranes6). 



sa Si 

o m 

Fig. 10-1. The model for asymmetric membrane potential proposed by 

Liquori et ale Yhe si and so are two ion selective membranes having 

differerrt:J charge densities in contact with two 1:1 electrolyte i and 

o separated by a middle compartment contain.Lna; a solution of the same 

1: 1 electrolyte solution "m". 
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&xperimental 

Material Collodion solution was cast on a glass plate and 9 kinds 

of membranes were prepared by changing the period of air drying. 

Some characteristics of membr&~es used are listed in Table 10-1. 

In case of Memb.I, ethylene glycol (1 w/w %) was added in collodion 

solution for reducing the porosity of the membrane?). The water con ten·t 

of· each membrane was determined by the same method as that used in 

chapter 3 and the results were also tabulated in Table 10-1. Various 

salts of a~alytical grade were used as delivered, and water was prepared 

.e 
by t~ating distilled water with both cation aQd anion exchangers. 

Heasurements of electric resistance of membranes For membrane of 

high water contents, e.g. Hemb. A·"'-'" F, the membrane resistance was 

measured by use of a pair of Ag - AgCl wire electrodes which were in 

contact with the membrane surfaces as described in chapter 5. 

For membrane with high electric resistance, the impedance of the membrane 

was measured by a dielectric loss bridge (Ando Elec. Co. Type TR-IB) •. 

A pair of pt-pt plate electrodes were placed as close to the membrane 

surface as possible so as to re~uce the contribution of the resistance 

of the solution phases. In order to obtaL~ the DC resistance, the 

electric resistance was measured in the frequency range between 30 and 

500 Hz and was extrapolated to zero frequency8). By way of an example, 

Fig.10-2 illustrates the frequency dependence of conductance or electric 
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Table 10-1. Some characteristics of collodion membrane used 

membrane p~iod of dryi1'J.g thichness water content 

(hr) (mm) (%) 

A 3 0.75 79.7 

B 6 0.65 76.8 • 
C 8 0.57 75.9 

D 10 0.53 68.6 

E 12 0.22 51.6 

F 18 0.11 12.3 

G 28 0.11 8.7 

H 48 0.11 6.3 

I 200 0.11 5.8 



11n. 

2 

100 200 Hz 

Fig. 10-2. The extrapolation of the opserved membrane impedance 

measured by a dielectric loss bridge to zero frequency for com-

bination of membrane. G and VI024 U KC1. 0, the membrane con-

ductance; ., the membrane resistance. The dc resistance calcu-

lated from thesetwo intercept was agreed within ± 3 %, and dc 

resistance was taken as the average of these two values. 
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resistance of a membrane. 

Oxidation of collodion membrane and measurements of the emf. 

The collodion membrane prepared above was mounted in a cell which 

was made of lucite. KOH solution of 0.1 N was filled in one compart-

ment to oxidize one side of the collodion membrane. and 0.1 N HCl 

solution was poured into the other compartment to prevent the oxidation 

in the other side of the membrane. The duration of oxidation was 

different for each membrane depending on the compactness of the membrane. 

For example, Hemb.r was oxidized for about 1 hr. The ~symmetrically 

oxidized membrane thus prepared had been linsed thoroughly with ion 

exchanged water for overnight, then the two compartments separated by 

the membrane were filled with identical salt solutions. The asymmetric 

membrane potential was measured with a vibrating reed electrometer 

(Takeda Riken Co. T,ype TR-64B) conducted from a pair of Ag - AgCI 

electrodes. The influence of stirring of the b~ solutions on the 

observed emf was negligibly small for the asymmetric potential, and 

hence the external electrolyte solutions were not agitated for the 

( subsequent measurements. A pen wTiting recorder (National Elec. Co. 

T,ype vp-652A) was connected to the electrometer and the emf produced 

across the membrane was confirmed to stay constant for few hours. 

All measurements were carried out in an air chamber regulated at 
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Results 

Fig.10-3 shows the specific resistance, K, of membranes as functions 

of concentration, C of the external KCl solution. 

by the equation; 

Here K is defined 

k = r (A/Ll) 

where r, L and A stand fpJ:', the observed membrane resistance, the geo-

metrical thickness and area of the membrane, respectively. It is 

obse~led that the value of K varies inversely with KCl concentration C 

for membranes whose water contents are higher tha~ 10 %, i.e. Membs. 

The broken lL~e shown in Fig.10-3 represents the concentration 

dependence of the specific resistance of KCl solution. Note that the 

electric. resistances of Hembs. A·IV E are proportional to that of the 

bulk solution. The difference between the value of K for these 

membranes and the broken line is attributed to the tortousity factor 

of the membrane in problem. This factor means the ratio of the effective 

thickness of the membrane against that of geometricai9 ) • From the 

results given in Fig.lO-3, the tortousity factor of Hembs.A,-v E is 

evaluated to be 0.33, which agrees well with the value reported in 

for systems of polystyrene sulfonic acid-collodion 

membranes in KCl solution. Contrary to the data for Membs.A IV' F, 

the values of K for membranes with low water content, i~eo Hembs.G, 
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Fig. 10;:'3. The relation of .specific resistance, K and the con-

centration of external solution, C for collodion membrane of various 

wa ter con ten ts. 0, Memb. B; CD, 1-1emb. D; 6, l.femb. Ej 

$, l-lemb. F; 6, Memb. G; ., Memb. H and I. 
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H and I scarcely depend on the salt concentration in the external 

solution. This fact implies that ions are hard to penetrate through 

the membrane phase with decrease of the water content. 

Experiments showed that the asymmetric membrane potential waS 

observed only for the case in which the membrane resistance was high 

and hardly depended on the salt concentration. In other words, it is 

possible to observe an aSYF~etric membrane potential only for Membs. 

G, H 'and 1. For Memb. I the observed asymmetric potential varied less 

than I % within for J days in all salt concentrations of the 'external 

solution studied. For this membrane the electric resistance' of the 

membrane did not change by oxidation, and hence the oxidation reaction 

was considered to occur only at the membrane surface. The asymmetric 

potential was also observed for the asymmetric membrane made of methylene 

blue or of polyacrylic acid with collodion, which was dried completely. 

This fact implies that the asymmetric potential is not caused by chemical 

products of oxidation reaction of collodion but is generated by the 

fixed charges on the membrane surface. If the fixed charges were 

distributed uniformly in the membrane phase, or densities of charges 

.eA.ck o-t;he .... 
fixed on a membrane were the same~on two surfaces of the membrane, 

the asymmetric membrane potential did not appear even when the electric 

resistance of the membrane was extremely high. Therefore, two 

conditions, i.e. non-uniform distribution of fixed charges and the 
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compac~~ess of the membrane, seem to be the indispensable prequisite 

to appearance of the asymmetric potential of a membrane. 

Fig.10-4 shows the dependence of the asymmetric membrane potential 

on the concentration of the external KGl solution for two kinds of 

membranes prepared from Memb. I (designated as Memb. 1 and 2). 

co1t;,11 ; s 
The potential in the solution contiguo~s to the more negatively charged 

1\. 

surface of membrane is always positive with respect to the other. 

It is noted that the observed potential never becomes in the reverse 

direction. The asymmetric membrane potential becomes approximately a" 

constant value with decrease of the extern,al salt concentration, and 

approaches to zero with increase of concentration.in the media. 

Discussion 

According to Eq. (10-2), the asymmetric membrane potential vanishes 

at a. = ~, and becomes negative with increase of the activity of salt 

in the external solution when a exceeds a • 
m 

Then, if we try to tnter-

pret the concentration dependence of the observed asymmetric membrane· 

potential by use of Eq. (10-2), we must assign 2m. as high as 1 l'T. It is 

evident that this high value of ~ is quite unreasonable if we consider 

the condition of prepat'dlo K of membranes and the high values of the 

electric resistance of the membrane in problem. Therefore, we have to 

consider some other mechanism of the generation of the asymmetric 
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Fig. 10-4. The plot of asynnnetric membrane potential e:.tf , against 

the concentration of external KGl solution, G. (1), for :Hemb-l; 

~, the observed potential difference when the oxidized surface is 

always faced to more dilute solution, keeping the concentration 

ratio of the two external solution at 2 for Nemb-l. The value of 

C represents the concentration of more concentrated solution. 

(), the asymmetric membrane potential produced between two identical 

solution for Memb-2. 
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membrane potential instead of Eq.(lO-2) at least for the present mem-

brane. 

As pointed out above, the asymmetric membrane potential can be 

observed only when the charge densities fixed on two surfacesof mem-

brane are different each other and when no ion penetrates across the 

membrane. From theseexperirnental facts, it is reasonable to assume 

that the P.~MJ(/~-tr,·C membrane potential is mainly stemming 

from the difference of surface potentials at two membrane-solution 

inttfaces, and that the diffusion potential in the membrane phase does 
1\ 

not playa decisive role for the observed emf. 

Recently, Ohki6 ,lO) proposed a theory of the membra~e potential 

for a system in which the membrane is not permeable to ion species. 

In the derivation of the theoretical expression, he implicitly assumed 

that the membrane is an electrically (non-ionic) conductive medium. 

~fuen a surface having charge density, U-(coulomb/cm2), is contiguous 

with an aqueous solution of 1:1 type electrolyte of concentr?-tion, 0, 

the difference in potentials between the membrane surface and the 

bulk electrolyte solution can be obtained by solving the Poisson-

BoltzmruL~ equation and is . b 6,11,12) glven y 

+ Ct.,. Ir~c-'f} (-



Fig. 10-5. 
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The plot of c.tf' agai.'lst C according to Eq. (10-5). One 

can calculate the value of Kl a.'1d K2 from the ordinate intercept and 

the slope of the figure. Notations are the same as in Fig. 10-4. 
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where K stands for O~/ 2RTe)\(fJ '.-lith e being the dielectric constant 

in solution phase. Hhen two surfaces of the membrane have different 

charge densities t>l and ~2' the difference in electric potential in 

two bulk solutions (asymmetric membrane potential,4~) is calculated 

to give 

~ )~ 
~ ¥ = t2~T ) h _K_2.._+ __ l_k _.2 _+_c __ 

Xi -I- (~2- + C) ~ 

where the potential gradient within the membrane phase is assumed to 

be zero q This assumption is not unreasonable since the membrane is 

impermeable to ions, but it is still electrically conductive6). 

Expansion of Eq.(10-4) in powers of C leads to 

~T C -2. k,-2)C -f- O{C') 
-t- :2.F k2 - (;0 - ~ ) 

-1/2 and KIC are much larger than unity. Eq. (10-5) 

implies that 4~ depends linearly on C in the dilute region, and that 

the O~dinate intercept and the slope of the straight lL~e inAf vs C 

respectively. Then the values of Kl and K2 are allowed to be determined. 

Fig.10-5 shows the linear relation between tlf and C of Eq. (10-5), and 

the values of Kfs calculated from this figure are tabulated in TablelO-2. 

The values of 1<1 ~ Kl for Hemb-2 mean that a unit electric charge distributes 



Table 10-2. Values of parameter, Kl , K2 , 81 th'1d 82 for the calculation 

of theoretical values depicted in Fig. 10-4 and 7e 

rrrembrcme K1 K2 81 
82 

Hemb-1 0.0251 0.0643 0.00126 0.0076 

Nemb-2 0.0172 0.163 0.00072 0.0521 

Liquori1s 0.0912 0.410 0.0166 0.332 

K1 ,K2 L"1 u.yli t 1/2 lOt -1/2 81 , 82 :in "U.'1i t of mole liter -1 of mole l er , • 



per 7.0 x 103 and 7.3 x 102 R2, respectively. Comparison between the 

experiments a..."'l.d Eq. (10-4) is made in Fig.lO-4, where the solid lines 

are calculated values by using Kl B..'1d K2 given in Table 10-2, and 

points sho~·i the experimental data. In Fig.lO-4 points marked ~ 

are referred to the case where the oxidized surface is always faced to 

more dilute solution, with keeping the concentration ratio of external 

solutions at twice for Hemb-l. The agreement between the theory and 

experimen ts is good, although the observed po ten tials fall down ~.ji th 

concentration more rapidly than that expected from Eq.(lO-4). 

&'1other approach for the surface potential is based on the DOP~"'l.an 

potential difference at the membra..."'l.e-solution interfaces. The electro-

lyte component in the membra..."'l.e phase immediately i.'1side of the membrane 

surface is assulned io be equilibrated with the exter:::1a1 solution. 

Then, the potential difference (Donnan potential) is set up at the 

in terface • i·lhen the charge density, e(in moles / liter) fixed in 

the membrane phase is constant irrespective of the salt concentration, 

C, irl the exte~~al solution, the Dorll'1a...'1 equilibrium condition gives the 

follm..:ing expression for potential difference at the intet'fMe.; 

As postulated above the aS~lletric membrane potential in problem, ~~ , 

is considered to be the difference of the surface potentials. 



Then, we a btaL'1 

In Fig.10-4, the dotted lines represent the values calculated from 

Eq. (10-7), .. ,here the values of e used in the calculation are listed in 

Table 10-2 for each membrane. These values for els were chosen so that 

Eq.(lO-7) fitted the experimental values of ~f in the dilute region. 

The values of ~f calculated from Eq. (10-7) are always smaller than 

that of Eq.(lO-4) , and the observed values lie between these twa 

theoretical CUFves except the data of Nemb-2 in concentrated external 

solution. Neither Eq.(lO-7) nor (10-4) can reproduce satisfactorily 

the concentration dependency of the asyw~etric membrane potential, but 

both of them are able to predict the qualitative behaviour of the 

asyrr~etric membrane potential; e.g. the asymmetric potential lies at a 

const&'1t value when the external solution is dilute enough, and approaches 

zero with increase of concentration of the external solution. 

The structural details of membrane-solution interfaces must be taken 

into consideration to proceed further qU&'1titative analysis. 

Eqs.(10-4) and (10-7) can be extended so as to include the case 

where the concentrations of external solutions are different. 

Both Eqs.(lO-4) and (10-7) imply that the emf across the membrane in a 



dilute salt solution ( C «K or e ) varies ideally with concentration, 

i.e. the emf varies 59 mV per ten-Told variation of the external salt 

coneen tra tion, \{hen the external concen tra tion in one side of the membrane 

fixed at a constant. This type of behaviour of the membrane 'potential 

is observed with various oil membranes a~d metal membranes. (see, 

chapter 9) Fig.lO-6 shows the observed potential between two electro-

lyte solution! separated by a mercury layer. The concentration of 

solution in one compartment was kept constant (1/1024 N) and that of 

the other solution was varied successively. lillen external solution is 

KCl or NaCl, the potential difference between two solutions at zero 

current varies -59 mV per ten-fold variation of concentration of the 

solution .. In other words, mercury layer acts as a negatively charged 

and ideally permselective membrane when it is immersed in KCl or NaCl 

solution in spite of no permeation of any ion species. It is well 

kno,m that Cl- ion adsorbs specifically on a mercurj surface13). 

Since the potential gradient within a mercury is apparently zero, 

the observed potential difference shown,in Fig.lO-6 must be attributed 

to the difference of surface potentials at electrolyte solution-mercury 

interfaces. On the other hand, when a mercury is immersed in a tetra-

butyl ammonium chloride solution (TBA-Cl), the cation (TBA ion) adsorbs 

preferentially on the mercury surface. Then He can observe a potential 

difference opposite to the case of NaCl or KCl solution. When the 
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The observed potential difference arisen between two 

electrolyte solutions separated b,y a mercurJ. Tne concentration of 

one compartment is kept constant at 1/1024 H and t}-l..at of a."1other 

com~artment, G is varied. () , the potential difference arisen 

between two (GH) 4HGl solution; 0, the potential difference arisen 

between KGl or NaGl solution. 
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external solution is replaced by NaF solution in which either cation or 

anion does not adsdb specifically on the mercury surface, the observed 
A 

potential difference is small a~d is not reproducible. These e::-""Peri-

ments show that the excess charges on the mercury surface due to the 

ion adsorption give rise to the surface potential &~d the difference of 

the surface potential at tHO interfaces is observed as a membrane poten-

tial. Definitely no permeation of ion across the membrane is accompanied 

"lith the membrane potential in the present system. Considering these 

facts, it is feasible that the surface charges on the membrane which 

is impermeable to ions, give rise to the surface potential at the 

interface, and the difference of two surface potentials is observed as 

the membrane potential. 

Comparison between Liguori's data and the present theory 

Fig.lO-7 shows a comparison between Liquori's data of polystyrene 

sulfonic acid-collodion aSYffi.llletric membrane5) and Eqs. (10-7) and (iO-'1). 

The solid line in the figure represents the calculated value of Eq.(10-4) 

and the dotted line is that calculated from Eq~(10-7). In these 

calculations, the values o~ parameters used are listed in Table 10-2. 

1/2 -1/2 The value of Kl of 0.41 mole.l corresponds to the charge density 

°2 that one negative site is distributed per 300 A on the average. 

~tt is measured Q~der the condition that the membrane sUrface having 
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Fig. 10-7. Comparison between the Liquori's data and the theory, 

Eq. (10-4) or (10-7). The solid lines is the value calculated from 

Eq.{10-4) and the dotted lines is one from Eq.(10-7). The values 

of parameters for the calculation are listed in Tab. 10-2. 4~ is 

the asymmetric membrane potential arisen between two identical 

electrolyte solutions. The membrane potentials 

observed for two opposite orientations of the aSJTImetric membrane with 

respect to the t\-IO bathing electrolyte solutions of NaCl. The 

activity in one electrolyte solution is fixed at 1.7 x 10-2 whereas 

the mean activity of the other electrolyte solution is varied. 



the charge density K2 (or 82) is always faced to 0.017 N NaCl and the 

concentration of the other solution is varied successively, while ~+" 

is measured li.l1der the reverse c,ondi tion. The agreement between the 

experiments an.d the theory given by Eq. (10-4) is satisfactor,f except 

Liquori et a1. measured neither the electric resistance nor the 

water contents for their membranes. Therefore, it is hazadous to 

consider that the membrane potential is related mliquely to the 

permeability of ions across the membrane as they have assumed. TrIe do 

not argue that the mechanism of the as~~etric membrfu118 potential 

described here is the sole cause of the appearance of the potential 

of an asyrnmetric membrane, but the present e...nalysis is consistent with 

the experimental results presented in this article and those in Liqori1s 

paper. 

In the present chapter, the as~~etric membrane potential which 

was arisen between two identical solutions across an asymmetric membrane 

was attrihuted to the surface potential at the membrane-solution inter,... 

faces. Simple calculation for the asymmetric membrane potential does 

not succeed to reproduce the observed potential quantitatively. 

However, it is evident experimentally that the necessar,f condition for 

the appearance of the steady asymmetric membrane potential is no permea-

tion of ions across the membrane. If the ion species can penetrate 

freely through the membrane the difference between two surface potential 



may be concealed by the diffusion potential set up withi.rJ. the membrane 

phase. In fact, the asymmetric membraD8 potential across an asymmetric 

membrane made of Memb. G or H varied with time and vanished eventually. 

This fact is stemmLDg from the sluggish diffusion of ions i.rJ. the 

membrane, and contradict to Liquori t s theory of the asym..lletric membraDe 

potential. If the membrane is permeable to ions, the ions must 

diffuse through Si and So membrane given in Fig.lO-l lli~til the condition 

that ~ = ~ is attai.rJ.ed. In ~~ actual membrane, the capacity of the 

intermediate solution "m" is so small that the asymmetric membrane 

potential must be dimLDished rapidly. 
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Chapter 11. Surr£arv ~Dd Conclusion 
I' 

In this thesis, various electrochemical phenomena observed uith 

the membrEL.'1e-electrolyte solution system have been investigated. 

The membrane used are (1) porous charged membr&'1e, (2) oil mem-

br~Des ~'1d (3) compact membranes uhich scarcely permeable to ions. 

I'Iuch efforts are devoted to the membrane phenomena for porous 

charged membrane, through Hhich ions and Hater diffuse from one 

bulk solution to another. The membrane phenomena observed Hith 

porous membranes can, then, be described by the appropriate rear-

r&1gement and/or the integration of the fl~c equation. According 

to the thermodynamics of irreversivle process, the fl~ equation or 

phenomenological equation CEL.'1 be Hritten by Eq.(2-2). The molecular 

aspect for phenomenological coefficents lki' houever, is not given. 

Considering this circumstance, the Nernst-Planck flou equation is 

used as a pertL'1ent starting point and then, some consideration on 

~l +. ~t-d·· t 2 the I ow equa "lon Has perIo.re In chap er • 

In 1935, Teorell, Heyer a.Dd Sievers deriVed the expression for 

membrane potentials '-lith use of the Nernst-Planck equation. Houever, 

several investigators have revealed that their theory is not in 

line uith the experiments in quantitative manner. The failure is 

stemmed from the lack of precise information about the non-ideality of 

small ions in charged memoraDes. In chapter 3, the activity coeffi-
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cien ts and mobilities of small ions vIi thin the membrane phase were 

determilled for collodion membranes impregnated vIi th poly-styrene 

sulfonic acid. The results are sQ~llllarized as follows; (1) Activity 

coefficients of small ions js much smaller than unity when the mem-

br~~e is equilibrated with dilute external solutions. (2) Nobilities 

of C01L.'1 ter-ions are found to be depressed extremely, vlhile t-hose of 

co-ions are not appreciably affected by the presence of fixed charges. 

In polyelectrolyte solution study, many experimental investigations 

on the activities of small ions have been carried out. These 

studies ShO"1 that the activity coefficient' of small ions is the same 

as the results (1) mentioned above, a~d c~n be described by an empirical 

rule, Eq. (3-16), called as the lladdi tivi ty rule". Since the depression 

of the activity coefficients comes from the strong electrostatic 

interaction between counterions and charges fixed in the polymer 

chain, it is not unreasonable to analyse the data obtaL~ed with 

charged membra~es by invoking the additivity rule. Contrary to the 

case of polyelectrolyte solution, the value of cP exhibi ted the slight 

concentration dependence of added salt. Experimental investigations 

presented in this article showed that the concentration dependence of 

mobilities of counterions is the same as that of activity coefficients. 

Then, the expressions for activity coefficients and mobilities of 
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sEmll ions in the membrml8\"i8re obto.med as 

0-16) 

(3-18) 

<fiX is referred to as the thermod;YTlamically effective charge density. 

Li chapter 4, theoretical consideration on the activity ~~d mobility 

lIas performed. 

Chapter 5 dealed \-lith a simple method for characterization of 

mem brime-ele c trolyte systems using Eq s. (3-16) and 0-18), "Where 

degree of permselectivity, P Has introduced. s 
The studies described 

in this chapter shm-led the iIide applicability of Eqs. 0-16) &id (3-18) 

for various membrane-electrolyte systems. 

In chapter 6, the electrokinetic phenomena of membranes uere 

discussed. From experi:r:lental data, it Has concluded that the 

hydrodynanlically effective fixed charge density, -z/'X, "Thich governs 

the rate of mass movement"Ln the membrane~uas approximately 10 % of 

the value of cfx. Using the value of 'Ix, the can tribution of the 

maSS ",o~lI1el!t on the membra.ie potential a..~d salt flux uas estimated, 

a~d it uas sho~~ that this contribution is negligibly small compared 

to the observed value. 

In chapter 7, the transference number of small ions were measured 

so as to evaluate the effective concentration carried by the mass 

movement. Results uere summarized as in Eq.(7-12) , i.e. 



1.. = I (7-12) 

This expressions are similar to those fOlL'1.d in Eqs.0-16) and 0-18). 

These results imply that all coins in the membrane are active both 

thermod;ynamically &nd hydrodynamically, 1.1hi Ie the coun terions behave 

quite non-ideally in the membrane phase, i.e. only a part of the 

counterions dissociated from the polyelectrolyte skeletones are active 

for mobility and activity, and a much smaller part of the cOlL'1.terions 

are effective for the hydrodynamical properties. 

L'1. chapter 8, the effect of stagnant layer was considered. 

Taki.n.g the presence of the stagnan.t layer into consideration, the 

equations for transference numbers and electroosmosis have been derived. 

The implications of these equation accord with the experi~ental facts, 

a'1.d th::: effect of the layer is concluded to be eliminated when the 

solutions are vigorously agitated as usually employed. 

Chapter 9 dealed i{i th the oil membrane a..'1.d showed that ionic 

selectivity can be eA~ressed as the difference of sta'1.dard chemical 

potential between Gt~~E'OU~ and membrane phases. 

In chapter 10, the membrane potential 'Has investigated which 

arisen across the compact membrane. The membrane used were scarcely 

permeable to ions contrary to the membranes treated in the preceding 

chapters. For such membra'1.es, it is concluded that the phase boundary 
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potential mainly contributes to the total membrane potential. 

As a conclusion, for the membrane which permeate freely to 

ions, various membra~e phenomena can be interpretated quantitatively 

only when the non-ideality of small ions and the difference of 

standard chemical potential are taken properly into consideration. 

As shown in chapter 5, the value of effective charge density, +X 

is determined for any combinations of membrane and electrolyte solution, 

a~d we can predict the value of other phenomena. But, the results 

given L~ chapter 10 show that careful consideration must be necessary 

in analysing the membrane potential data. 
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